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~~~~~~~~~~~~~rtypercent,considereddeficent~~~~~~~~~~~~

Professor believes nobody cared
BY RICK KRAUS
AND KATY EARING

because nobody bothered to try
and teach .these students, or give
them anything but a negative
"About 40 percent of the attitude, many students have just
incoming freshmen arc referred to given up. "Many people think of themthe Academic Skills Ce-nter because of their Washington Pre-Col- selves as dumb, when they are not
lege test scores," said Dr. Donald really," he said, "sometimes
Cummings, director of the Center.. because of their teachers and
"They -didn't learn in high school that's really a sobering thought."
for a couple of reasons," he said.
"People are bright and intelli"Many of the people I've talked to gent but _they are not performing
had very unstructured English up to their capabilities," he said.
classes in high school and did not "And so much is going on in our
have to do a lot of writing, or if the culture today that it is hard for
teachers were assigning and pec;>ple to cope, so ·many people
correcting writing they would tell just unplug . to get rid of their
the students what mistakes they anxiety. They choose to act
make, not how to improve."
dumb."
The Academic Skills program is
Dr. Cummings believes that

- conscientious, inquisitive person
limited in its ability to help situation.
overcome the problem, as- they
Dr. Anthony Canedo, chairman, entering a teaching career in high
only see students who have English Department, said in an school English with ·one year's
.r~ceived very low Washington
article printed in the 'September training would probably make a
Pre-Colle.ge test scores or have ,: l977issue of CENTRAL TODAY, good apprentice to a master
been referred to the program by a · that "Our academic resource teacher of English. "A two-year
professor. Unfortunately many . centers have their valuable func- ~or with emphasis on literary
students who need help don't come tion, but in pOint,of fact: they have hisotry~ criticaCanalysis, composiinto the Academic Skills Center no' business on . a college or tion· and languag-e would surely
because they are embarrassed or university campus because their give a new teacher, if nothing else,
their problems are overlooked. ·
very presence admits that colleges confidence and knowledge."
Because of these limitations and and universUies are accepting
The article also stated that the
due to the fact that many major ill-prepared students."
problem with television was that it
programs do not require a student
His article-stated that some of helped to ritualize illiteracy.
Dr. cu·m mings is optomistic
to be proficient in Math or the_factors that militate against a
English; the functional illiterate student's engaging in the life of because students seem to be
can bluff his way to a college · . ideas are public school superinten- concerned and want to learn. "I
degree. The problem does not dents, college teacher preparation feel fairly good about our success,
especially with the one-to-one
become evident until they have to programs and television.
Canedo said that school superin- tutors and , small groups. It's so
apply their basic skills in a job
tendents hire the teachers for great when somebody discovers
school districts. Many times, they can do something they didn't
teachers are required to teach think they could do."
He said, in recent years there
several writing classes at once or
'a re teaching outside their major has been a tendency to teach less
grammar partially because t hey
field.
His article stated, "Most stu- found that teaching kids grammar
dents leaving their English depart- didn't r eally improve their wr it ment after graduation are not ing. However they are now
ready to teach. Most of them have· , working more with grammar
forty -five credits (if they are because, "It gives student s a sense
Central graduates) in English, the of structure and a confidence, a
eqUivalenf of one year's training in feeling of how words and ideas go
· their life's work."
,
together and this shows up in their
His article said that a bright, writing."
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Woman contests Central

claims she earned degree
Vida Aust , a Seattle woman, is programs for a biology degree.
Aust claims t hat her advisor
now demanding a Biology degree
from Central that she claims she encouraged her to t ake more
specialized courses because she
earned three years ago.
had worked in- the scientific field
~ust enrolled at Central to work
before enrolling.
for her degree in Biology in 1971.
According to previously pubSince leaving Central in 1974,
there has been a considerable lished aFticles, Aust blames the
amount of correspondence be- -college for misguiding her and
failin-g to help her plan the correct
tween Aust and Central regarding
her degree; the last one coming course study.
She also blames the Veterans
about a year ago. Just recently
she released a story to a Seattle Administration who helped her
newspaper concerning her com- through college with $3,902. 73 in
educational benefits. She believes
plaint.
In her stor y Aust claimed that they should have taken · steps to
she had been "shortchanged" by make sure she was making
the college. She is now demanding progress toward the degree.
According the Richard Murphy,
the Biology degree.
According to the college she director of the regional V .A'. office
failed to take the required biology in Seattle·, a student's progress is
courses for a degree while at usually monitored by the institution where he is receiving benefits.
Central.
Lipsky stated that the student ·
"She did attend classes and did
receive passing grades, but did not himself should assume the responcomplete the requirements for her sibility for taking the correct
degree," said Bill Lipsky, director classes.
Aust, a widow of 24 years, has
of Central's information office.
According to Lipsky, she pur- · raised two children and before
sued too many independent study coming to Central in 1971, had
classes and too few in-class worked 21 years in space research

Close encounters of a Central kind.

at Boeing, Lockheed and North .
American Aviation companies.
She planned t o get a graduate
degree in bio-chemistry to synthesize her space research with an
interest in human anatomy.
Lipsky stated t~at the catalog
clearly lists all classes required to
be taken by students to earn their
bachelor degrees.
· Aust also had attended Central
previously, where in 1970 she
earned a B.A. in Sociology, so
according to Lipsky, should have
been familiar with the system
here.
Lipsky also said that to give
Aust her degree, "would demean
the meaning of the degree",
because she had completed that
requirements and did not earn the
degree.
Also, as published in the Yakima
'Herald-Republic, Aust wrote
President Carter about her problem because she feels others may
be getting squeezed out of degrees
by schools· and V.A. bureaucracies
which don't closely supervise
students.

See page 9

Richard Bennet, inventor of HAGOTH, a voice stress analyzer,
demonstrates his product on a student by having the student speak into
the unit.
·

Liars bevvare
BY KEN MUNSELL
Hagoth, a gadget straight out of
1984, which tells whether or not a

person is speaking the truth by
testing the stress · level in a
person's voice, appeared at Central last Thursday with its
inventor, Richard Bennett.
In a' talk sponsered by ·Psi Chi,
the psychology club, Bennett
described how he devised the
instrument and built his company
· into a multi-million dollar business.
He has gained national fame,
including appearances on national
television shows.
Bennett said, "The physiological
basis for measuring stress in the
voice is the occurance 'of minute
oscillations in the muscles of the
voice." His devic~. Hagoth, measures these and indicates the
speaker's stress when speaking. A
person using the device can then
decide if a person is lying.
This instrument can be used
during personal conversation or
over the phone. It can also analyze
radio and television broadcasts.
No laws presently regulate the
use of this invention. Bennett said
Senator Birch Bayh has introduced
legislation outlawing any "polygraph-type instrument" except for
law enforcement use, said ,Bennett.
According to Bennett, "not onl}
is the bill unconstitutional, it really
can't apply to voice-stres-s analyzers." He said "My en~ineers can
come up with ~ew ·. -technology
faster than the Washington

bureaucrats can figure out ways to
regulate us.''
.
Bennett said that he will not sell
his unit's · ·to the government,
private detectives or police agencies. His -market consists ol
businesses wanting to find out
about employees.
It is also useful, according to
Bennett, as a tool in negotiations,
evaluating the honesty o( conference participants and in evaluating
if branch managers can achieve
sales quotas or if salesmen are
lying.
Company presidents now buy
90 percent of the units. The other
10 percent is divided between
psychologists and celebrities, according to Bennett.
Bennett has used the units to
evaluate the Presidential Debates
of 1976 and also the Nixon-Frost ·
interviews. He said, "Carter is a
paperhanging lier." Bennett came
to this conclusion after analyzing
the Carter-Ford debates. He also
said he believed after the tests
were made that Ford was . an
"honest man."
When asked if anybody could
use techniques to counter the
effects of the machine, Bennett
replied that if a person was aware
of being analyzed, he could use
countermeasures.
Bennett said one included
tightening the chest muscles while
talking, to create uniform stress
for each word spoken.
A person unaware of the test,
according to Bennett, could do
little to counter ·t he analyzer.
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Afro-American History Week-----

News Notes
NORMAN BEST TO SPEAK

"!dr. Norman Best, ~uest speaker for the Sociology colloquium
this ~eek, has orga~1zed company unions in the lumber and
machme trades, negotiated contracts, lobbied at the State Capitol
and founded the Ellensburg Chapter of Technical Engineers, local
17. Sin~e retir_~ment from labor leadership, Mr. Best has studied
labor history and lectured to university and ·college classes on the
democratic perspectives in the labor movement. Last year
Ham~s.hire College in Amherst, Massachusetts, appointed hi~
eme:1~1s pr~fessor and senior fellow of the college. This honor to
partlClpate m.several advanced tutorials and give a series of public
lectures co.ntmued through the spring and fall of 1977. He has
be~n acclaimed by the Deans of Faculty and School of Social
Sciences, professors of Political Science and Economics and the
stu~ent body. of the ~ollege. Please share with the department of
S?c10logy this special opportunity to hear Mr. Norman Best
dis.cuss the political and historical features of the American trade
umon movement.
DANCE MARATHON

On February 24, from 8 p.m. to 8 p.m., February 25, in thE: Large
S.U.B. Ballroom, the annual Muscular Dystrophy Dance Marathon
will be held.
Last year, five coup!es raised over _$1,400 alone. This year, as of
nov;, 25 couples .are signed up and expect to raise at least $6.000.
This money will go directly to work around the Ellensburg
community for patients and research.
The -marathon couples will be dancing for 24 hours and
accumulating pledge money towards their total. A new system of
collecting pledges this year is being tried which is working
beautifully. In the past the couple would have to collect the pledge
money from each individual who had pledged. This year a card is
filled out by the pledger, then .the M.D.A. mails the pledge cards
and collects the donations in this manner. This way the marathon
dancers can collect as many pledges as possible without worrying
about tracking down these people later on. We would like to see
more couples dancing for pledges. There is still plenty of time, as
collecting these pledges is easy to get and they accumulate
quickly . .
One thing about the dance that needs to be emphasized is
that-everyone is welcome to come down and dance, anytime
y.rithin the 24 hours. There will be a $1 donation and, for the vast
majority of the dance, there will be live music. There will also be
door prizes given away which will be furnished by some of the local
establishments.
To the couple who accumulates the most pledge money (over
$300) there will be a grand prize of two 10-speed bicycles. Last
year, as a grand prize, a weekend for two at a resort in Cour 'd ·
Alene, Idaho was offered. However, the Ellensburg High School
will be involved this year and so, for obvious reasons, a prize such
as the trip cannot be offered this year.
Again, there is still plenty of time to collect pledges if one wishes
to become a marathon dancer and dance to some darn good music
for 24 hours. Also, everyone is more than welcome to come down
anytime and boogie.
For more information call: Gail Lundgren, 963-1920 (Chairman)
or Robin Christman, 963-3278.
M.D.A. Dance Marathon packets may be picked up at: room 33_7,
Sparks Hall, the S. U.B. Information Booth and the Ellensburg
High School.
FIRST AID CLASSES

According to the American Heart Association, every citizen will
have the chance to perform cardio-pulmonary resuscitation
(C.P.R.) twice in his lifetime, as 95 percent of the victims of heart
attacks will have C.P.R. performed on them by loved ones.
"The lower Kittitas County averages about 80 heart attacks a
year," said Dorothy Purser, C.P.R. instructor here at Central.
"Heart attacks are a very real thing in oµr society, it can happen to
anyone at any time."
.
It only takes four minutes without oxygen before it becomes
if!IP?Ssible to .save a heart attack victim. C.P.R. saves many
victims, and with the proper training, anyone could learn to be an
administrator of C.P.R.
The~e are ~everal courses in C.P.R~ offered around Ellensburg.
The Fll'st ~1d classes here at Central include C.P.R. training. ·
Also, the Fire Department and the American Red Cross offer
programs in C.P.R. There is no charge for these courses and
anyone may enroll by calling the Ellensbui:g Fire Department.

CENTRAL'S ENROLLMENT

The enrollment at Central this quarter totaled 7,508. Of these,
5,200 are on-campus, full-time students.
These are some of the tabulations that Registrar Lou Bovos has
done. His report also shows a decline in enrollment from Fall
Quarter, in which the total number of students totaled 7.876.
Along wit~ Mr. Bo":os' report, Dr. Trujillo, of Central's Testing
and Evaluat~ng Services, has been studying enrollments since
1970. His study shows that the number of women students has
been i?creasing.
Last quarter, for example, there were
approximately 800 more women students then men.
Dr. Trujillo attributes this to Central's many off-campus
programs, which attract older women to college.
He also noted, the national studies indicate that 18-and
19-year-old women outnumber men, on U.S. college campuses.

f v en f S -we/ I received
February 4 was Dr. Frances Wimberly, -featured soloist, kept
Cress Welsing's day, which - the crowd spellbound as they
started with a reception ·at Dr. played and sang different types of
Afro History Week has come Brooks' home and ended with a Black music, ranging from gospel
and gone but m~ny of the night lecture she presented on to contemporary soul.
Bobby Fortch, drama major,
participants and those who at- "How to Achieve Justice and
tended some of the functions will Peace", in Hertz Auditorium at 7 brought it all together as he
delivered a stunning historical
long be remembering the activities p.m.
In between, was a seminar ·and narrative on the history of Black
at Central.
Central's Afro-American His- panel discussion. Following the music, one which he wrote himself
tory Week began with a .Friday seminar was a multicultural buffet with information supplied by Eric
Fest at the Campus Ministry that served a large crowd of 250 in Silvers.
Barbara Wimberly, a featured
Center where many ethnic dishes the S.U.B. Cafeteria. Many of
were featured. Foods like black- those who attended were from jazz choir soloist was especially
pleased with the results.
eyed peas, cornbread, chili, sweet · Yakima and Seattle.
potato pie and rice were among
"I wasn't exactly nervous or
The day that will probably
those sampled by many of remain in many people's minds anything but I thought it wouldn't
Centrars faculty and staff. The was the day when the dedication be any good because things didn't
fest went from 4-7 p.m., as wine to Black music was presented in go well at the last rehearsal. But •
tlfe crowd made me feel a little
and conversation flowed freely. · the S.U.B. Pit.
That Tuesday, Eric Silvers, different about it," she said.
Rev. Don Caughey of Campus
Wimberly sang not only because
pianist; Donald Robertson, bass
Ministry deemed the fest a
guitarist; Sharon Smith, flute, sax she felt she had to "do-her part" as
"success" and said it was one of the
and back-up vocals and Barbara a B.S.U. member but because she
best he had ever had.
wanted to give other _Black
musicians exposure so that "everyone knows we have some Black
musical talent at Central."
The group received for its
Cindy Argo, a Hitchcock Hall checked out five inner tubes from efforts a standing ovation from
resident, was killed in a sledding the Tent & Tube shop in the the crowd.
accident last Saturday, February S.U.B.; 13 girls participated in the
Tuesday was also dedicated to
11, while snow inner tubing a few outing.
the observance of Black religion,
miles above Mineral Springs off
as Dr. A. L. Walker lectured to a
According to information from
Highway 97.
sparse audience of 10 to 15 on the
the Office of Student DevelopArgo, a freshman, was killed ment, it is not known whether the
future of Black theology.
instantly when the inner tube she area was designated for tubing,
Walker contended that the
was riding struck, what is believed however, snowmobiles and other
future of Black theology or White
to be, a fallen log. Two other tubers were present in the area.
theology for that matter, was
Hitchcock residents, Lyn Pottle Further informatio·n stated at
"dead" and that churches separatand Linda Dripps, also freshmen, least one run was completed
ed by race would go out of
were riding with Argo, but successfully when four girls rode
business or become "social centers
jumped prior to the accident.
for the elderly."
on one tube.
Pottle and Dripps were taken to
"Kids are becoming more
Kittitas Valley Community HospiThe parents of Cindy Argo have sophisticated these days and they
tal and treated for cuts and been contacted by University are asking a lot-of questions which
bruises.
o~ficials and m;;my of the thirteen
the church in-its present racially
Staff members at Hitchcock had girls have requested an excused divided state cannot answer.
scheduled sledding as a dorm absence from classes during this
Churches must be united and come
event for that Saturday and week.
together recially if they want to
keep the young today."
Rev. Joe T. Denman, Rev.
Johnny Wyatt and Dan Caughy
served as panel members. Each of
A student who is recommended
Three different reading courses the _three supported his statefor English 100 must take it before ar? offered; speed reading, study
he can enter English 101, which is skills and comprehension building. ments.
The week also featured an art
required for graduation.
The The latter is used to increase
remedial course designated 100-G, vocabulary and encourage logi<!al show that displayed the fine
talents of some Black Central
is a combination of basic writing, thinking.
students, such as: Lester Bushnell,
p~r~graph construction, spelling,
Annette
Charles, Lew Harris and
There
are
no
·basic
math
dictionary use and reading, with
most of the emphasis on writing requirements but students who Gilbert {>etitt. The art consisted
wish to improve their skills have a mainly of paintings and drawings
skills.
Three other 100 classes are variety of classes available to of various Blacks w:ell-known to
them. Math 101, "Math in the the artists themselves.. The art
offered for particular problems:
100-S is a spelling course; 100-U, Modern World," is for majors with was exhibited in the display case
limited math l)ackground. It near the Games Room.
grammar and 100-W, writing.
The B.S.U. also showed three
Students can challenge the emphasizes practical application in
daily
life.
films
but crowd attendance wasn't
course if they feel they have
Math 130.1 and 130.2, or Finite spectacular. The films in the
improved since their testing or
Mathematics, is for the stude
n S.U.B. ~it drew a smattering of
evaluation was done.
Cheryl McKernen is the Read- the behavioral, managerial and students while the Sunday film on
Martin Luther King, Jr., in the ing Specialist at the Academic social science areas. There is als~
S.U.B.
theater· drew "one girl",
Skills Center. She said many Intermediate Algebra· for those
according
to Gilbert Petitt, B.S. U.
who
wish
to
improve
their
students read everything very
p,resident.
This course is a
slowly and at the same speed, abilities.
The B.S.U. closed its Black 4
whether what they are reading is prerequisite to most college-level
History
Week out, with a free
important or not. This makes it mathematics.
disco
held
in the S.U.B. Cafeteria,
·Math
164.1
and
164.2
are
difficult for them to get through
from
10
p.m.-1
a.m.
the amount of material they need courses designed for the student
Many B.S.U. members wen~
wishing to become an elementary
for their courses.
disappointed with the low White
She said they need to learn to school teacher.
Students now taking math can turnout at many of the functions.
vary the speed and scan for
meaning · and importance in their utilize the math study center "Hopefully next year will be
reading.
which is in room 106 of Lind Hall. different," a B.S. U. officer said.
BY LIZ LANE

Student killed

Remedial work offered

,~~~s:.-----------------------------------------

Applications .are now open
for Campus Crier Business
Manager.

Term to run from Spring to Spring.
For more information, call 3-1026.
Submit applications and resume
to Mass Media Office by March 3,

-L&L 345.

~------------------~--------..:.....----------------------~
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~Th~ . ~reen~as~uh~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Many kinds of crinte at Central
BY DAVID ADAMS
There are various types of crime
today. Some happen on' a deserted
street in the black of the night and
_others because someone was
careless and forgot to lock their
door. There are crimes that occur
for no apparent reason, but
happen just the same. Although it
isn't in epidemic proportions, and
isn't as prevalen't on this campus
as on others, there is crime on
Central's campus. Crime that is
expensive, frustrating and sometimes dangerous to it's victims . .
At Central, crime usually
strikes in various forms, ranging
from petty theft to larceny and
even assault. Since from between
September 1, 1977 to January 31,
1978, there have been 712
complaints handled by the Campus
Police department.
Of that
number, 146 (or one out of five)
have involved .criminal activity.
According to the Campus Police,
crime on campus is not as bad as
some figures appear to show.
Police Chief Dolf Brickley said he
believed the Campus Police
department is adequately handling
the complaint~ they . . receiv.e.
Brickley also stated the Police only
investigate incidents formally reported and out of those 95 percent
are withdrawn within a 48-hour
period.
If an incident is not
reported, Brickley said, there is
little theJ: can do.

12:30 a.m. Another freshman,
whose name is also being withheld
by request, said · her checkbook
was stolen because, "it looked very
much like a wallet."
She said she placed the
checkbook and room keys on the
night stand and went to visit
friends. "When I left I knew I had
shut my door, but when I came
back a_few minutes later, the door
was open and my checkbook and
keys were missing."
Having received two calls the
next night at about 10 p.m. and
three calls on Sunday, this victim
of theft said, "I got the feeling they
were just wondering if l was home
or not. The other end sounded like
a party was going on and no one
responded so I bung up."
This Sparks' resident was also
lucky, her checkbook was found a·
few days later in the lounge,
stuffed under the chair cushion.
Of the dorms interviewed,
_Wilson Hall seemed to have the
fewest problems with thefts.
'Ac.cording to Manager John
Kilmek, there have only been
minor thefts from the laundry
room and a girl's purse taken from
her room in the time he's been
there.
Kilmek attributes the low theft
. rate to the people at Wilson Hall.
"Wilson pretty much takes care of
itself.
The
emphasis is on
se~{!rity," he said.
"We are in constant communica-

. Police, residents believe thefts
are caus~d by carelessness·

more incidents occur and victims p.m. till 1 a.m. After that time
don't report them. Until assault · there are only two officers on
victims file a formal complaint, duty, although if there was serious
Campus Police can do very little. trouble back-up units would be
·
One such incident re.p orted called~ ·
happened on January 9 at about 11
1

manpower I would try it, but it's
the lack of manpower that k-eeps
the department from having
plainclothes officers.
After it was pointed out that

~~~~g ~~:sei~~id:;s~d!~~~ ~~os~ .P tJlice Chief Dolf Brickley said

name is being withheld by request.
Returning home from a friend's
house and having just crossed the ·

bridgebyDaviesHall,shesaidsh~

saw a man running towards her.
She said he grabbed her across the
chest and left scratch marks.
"That was about all he was able
. to do,'' she said.· I was so scared I
broke away from him and ran to
my dorm, which now that I think
about it wasn't a good idea because
he ~ould have followed me."
The girl said that the assailant
was about 6'2", a slender 170
pounds with curly brown hair and
was wearing a blue ski jacket at
the t~me of the attack. "I couldn't
tell much more about him," she
said. "It happened so fast it was
kind of a blur."
Because of many unfounded
rumors leading to paranoia, or an
actual increase or incidents, many
dorms are taking a~tion to protect
themselves and others.
~avies Hall, for example, offers
an escort service for the girls
living in the Bassetti area and
...iitchcock and a self-defense
demonstration, given by Rick
Bowles on January 31. Bowles,
who holds a black belt, currently
teaches both at Yakima Valley
Community College and Central.
Another assault incident involved a Pizza Place delivery boy,
reported about in the February 2
issue of the CRIER. Sirice that
time the food delivery establishments have joined together to
watch delivery vehicles and
personnel. They recently l;'.eported
that because of the stringent
security measures, there have
been no assaults of personnel or
thefts from delivery vehicles.
The Campus Police also make
patrols of the campus, but because
of a lack of funds, they admittedly
are undermanned to adequately
cover the entire campus.
There are eight police officers ,

There are dorm managers and tion each week," Kilmek said.
living group advisors who say that "Always trying to build an
they haven't heard about any real awareness that: (a.) this is a home
problems in their dorms, except in and (b.) potential problems are
the laundry rooms.
"Some going to be handled before they:
residents are always getting a pair become .problems."
of jeans or something like · that
Kilmek added, the physical
ripped-off," one manager said.
structure of the building adds to
But according to students who Wilson's security. "You can stand
live and work in the dorms and on at one end of the dorm and see
compus, it doesn't matter what the · what is going on at the other."
figures say. What matters is that
But aside from the thefts that
some of them have been victims have been frustrating dorm
and in their minds any crime is one residents, incidents of assualt have
too many.
also been reported.
In flie O.orms the majority of
thefts involve laundry, bicycles,
petty cash and jewelry. Most of
this activity according to resfden ts, L.G.A.'s and police is
usually due to carelessness by the
owner or resident.
From September 1, 1977 to covering the campus on a full time
In Stephens-Whitney, Sparks January 31, 1978, five assaults basis, and of that numb«:lr, three
Barto, North Hall, Hitchcock, have been reported to the Campus handle the pro&lems occurring on
Meisner _and Sue Lombard, the Police. One officer said he believes !'riday and Satur~ay~ights from_4
majority of the residents interviewed s~id they had something
stolen within the last three
months. Most admitted they left
their rooms open and unattended
for what they said would only be a
few minutes to visit a friend ·or
check the laundry. It w.as during
this length of time, said one L.G.A.
,t hat the majority of thefts
happened.
'
In one of the dorms, one
resident said that there had been
some talk of locking the bicycle
room on the first .floor, but that
nothing definite has been done.
One example .of theft happened
in Sparks Hall during a party last
December 1 at about 12:30 a.m
A fyeshman (name withheld by
request) said she went to her
room. set her high school ring, a
wallet and two dollars on the· night
stand, then went to a party. When
she returned, the ring and money
in and beside the wallet were
missing. She said her boyfriend
and another friend had seen "some
gu)'.'S hanging around the room."
She also said she had not locked
the door.
This freshman was
lucky, however, since her ring was
later found by a student athletic
trainer in the gym's men's locker
room.
Another incident in Sparks Hall
occurred last January 27 at about

he w_
o uld euive
the idea of
.
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There are also eight student
patrolmen who patrol the campus
on foot. Their job is to spot
criminal activity and inform the
officers. According to Chief
Brickley, these student partols can
only inform the officers; they have
no authority to arrest anyone.
One officer stated that if they
could make 'their rounds in plainclothes, ·they would be able to
catch some persons in the act. The
officer said he believed that a few
arrests and convictions would be
more of a deterrent than patrolling
in uniform.
But Chief Brickley had a
different · opinion on the idea of
plainclothes officers. "It could
have some advantages, but would
not be a cure-all. If there was the

current ,officers could wear plainclothes when making their rounds,
chief Brickley said that the
uniform is the theoretical deterrent. He added that under such
circumstances, however, there
would not be a lack of manpower
and he would give the idea serious
.thought.
-
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Crier
policy
·defended
DEAR EDITOR:
I couldn't help but ·notice the
laughingly venomous letter Robin
Campo directed at Crier editor,
Paul Fridlund, in the J a~uary 12
edition.
Imagine that, calling the Crier
editor a "Backstabber," among
other nasty things.
Tsssk, tsssk, tsssk. Shame on
Robin Campo. But how so like him.
Judging from his letter, it
appears that since Mr. Campo's
"tableknifing" from the Crier staff,
his Enemies .List has dwindled.
Back in his heyday, when he was
"paying his dues,'' writing those
columns designed to "make us
think,'' he was down on everyone
and everything.
Now, at least, he's got his
opponents· down to just those
people associated with the Crier
and the Board of Publications.
So, thank goodness, you took
away his forum. Most readers will
agree, I think, that the Crier
editorial page functions much
better without his weekly sophomoric messages to his ~'friends."
But I'm wondering if he isn't
wagging his paranoid pen in the
wrong direction, when it comes to
pinning the blame on his fall from
Crier grace.
Personally, I think he should
look towards Barto Hall as the
possible source of the "conspiracy" to remove him.
I mean those residents had the
m_otive.
Did
they
.ever!
DAVID PAYSON;
_FORMER STUDENT,
RICHLAND.

Editorials
~seen as
mistaken
DEAR EDITOR:

The January 12 issue of the
CAMPUS CRIER carried an
article by Ken Munsell, the gist of
which was:
How can I say
i anything positive about Central
when ev-erything is going bad? ·
The article deserves reply because
many , readers, including some
t potential student~, may be left
with a mistaken impression of
what Central is today.
In the first paragraph, Mr.
a. Munsell referred to Central as a
"demoralized and decaying institution." We have experienced
budget cuts and other losses in the
last few years just as other state
universities have. Word has come
to us from Olympia that we may
· have to .make further budget cuts.
• True, our morale may have dipped
as a result, but I find it hard to
believe that it has affected the
quality of our academic offerings.
•
There is another side to the
story, however. During the past
several weeks, the Recruitment
~ and Retention Task Force has had
the opportunity to speak to many
faculty members, administrators
and civil service groups who have
• pride and hope in Central.
They continue to work for better
programs and are optimistic and
positive in their outlook about ·our
~university. We have discovered
that many students share in this
feeling. A considerable number of
students gave part of their
~ Christmas vacations to tell the

Letters to the Editor
Central story to other students.
Many faculty, staff, and students
are presently volunteering their
time to contact prospective stU:den~s and tell the story of Central.
Obviously, to assume that all at
the inst~tu.tion are at a low ebb in
morale 1s erroneous.
Should we assume that budget
cuts and reduction-in-force policies
characterize decaying institutions?
If ~u~h were the case, one could
conclud~ that hi~her educat~o~ in
general m the United States ism a
state of decay. The problems of
budget cuts staff r~duction~ are
severe problems with which a
majority of American colleges and
universities must deal.
Let us look at how "R.I.F.'' has
Th.e
been applied at Central.
R.I.~. _POiicy is well-known to both
~d~ims.trators a?d facult~ of the
ms~itubon. ~t. is ~ contmgency
pohcy to be utilized m the event of
financial exigency. To what extent
has it been applied to Central?
Due to the cooperative efforts of
the administration and faculty,
R.I.F. has not been .used at
Central. ~acuity reductions h~ve
been achieved through retireme?ts, resignations, or shifts - in
assignment. If R.I.F. has an effect
on the Central faculty, it can be
attributed to the existence of the
policy and not to its application.
Mr. Munsell alluded to "yearly
program cuts." He then stated
that each year students have
fewer and fewer academic options
available to them. Although
salaries have gone up, operating
budg~~s have gone down, and in
· many mstances support staff has
been reduced. In the face of
adversity, Central faculty have
responded admirably, and greater,
rather than fewer, academic
options have resulted. In the fall
of 1977, Central made 99 academic
majors available to students.
Compare this to 66, 78 and 83
offered in the falls of 1974, 1975
and 1976 respectively. · In addition;
consider that the number of
options ·available to teacher
education students have increased
from one to four. In short, the
program selection for students has
increased. More checking will
reveal that many of the majors and
programs that were established
are innovative and unique to
Central.
'
The facts run counter to Mr.
Munsell's charge that the administration and the faculty have not
developed innovative programs to
attract and keep students. To be
sure, with unlimited financial
resources, there are many · more
programs which could be developed.
However, given the
resource~ and budget at our
dispo~al, we have done quite well.
- Mr. Munsell said that the most
serious fault of the administration
has been its lack of dedication to
the humanistic subjects that form
the core of the liberal education.
In a letter to the editor 'published
in the January 19 issue of the
CAMPUS CRIER, Dr. Zoltan
Kramer, dean of the School of Arts
and Humanities, corrected Mr.
Musell on these points.
BERNARD L. MARTIN,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF
THE RECRUITMENT AND
RETENTION TASK FORCE.

Christianity
by fear
MY DEAR CHRISTIAN
BROTHERS:
I took in your presentation of If I
Should Die this past week and
there is something I would like to
get off my chest, if yo1:1 will be kind

a

all right if handicapped pe~so~· .. .fegs,-sprainecf ankles, etc:- -These
has to go further than he normally people deserve to park in the
would to go 'to his classes, the. handicapped parking zones too.
S.U.B., or wherever. I have seem And I also realize some students
.vehicles without handicapped par-· are late for a class, so they park in
king decals on them parked in· the closest parking space (which
handicapped parking ·zones for an· happens to be a handicapped
hour and a half or more sometimest zone). These students don't make
and not receive a parking ticket. . a habit of parking in handicapped
Or so I believe, because I did not. parking zones, so I don't say-they
see a parking ticket on the are degenerate, but I do say that
offending vehicle's windshield.
they are very unfeeling.
I. say the .campus police are
Several times last quarter and
praiseworthy because they do not this quarter I have come to school
give out parking tickets to the with my prosthesis on when I
non~andicapped who pa~k .their should have come to school in my
vehicles ih the handicapped wheelchair. The stumps of my
parking zones. But I also say they legs would be raw and sore and are praiseworthy because they my cr~tch area would be ra~ and
didn't give me a parking ticket sore because of the rubbing action
when I have parked in a "no of my prosthesis.
I had
parking zone,''. w~n I could not. excruciating pain every step I
park in a nandicapped parking took. But I continued to wear my
zone. I wou~d n~t like to give prosthesis instead of coming in my
anyone a parking ticket myself, so · wheelchair because of the way
I praise the campus police for not things are designed around the
doing so.
campus.
I believe that Central has a
Some of those times when I
~ighly unimaginative, unfeeling
came to school in excruciating pain
and ignorant planning depart- from my prosthesis I could not
ment.
I say this for several have pa.r ked in handicapped
reasqns:
parking zones because a nonhandi1) Som~ ~uildin~s do not have 1 capped person was parked there.
elevators.
Several times I have seen
2) The way in which they have
nonhandicapped persons getting
installed what few ramps there are into or out of their cars parked in
around the campus.
..
handicapped parking zones. Some
3)
The way in which the of them would smartly reply "so ·
handicapped parking zones are what!" Those smart alecks are the
designed.
ones who I say are degenerate
Last quarter, three of ·my because they enjoy the pain and
classes were on the se~ond floor of suffering of the handicapped.
Shaw-Smyser. Shaw-Smyser does They must despise all handicapped
not_have an elevator. I was given persons to be able to dQ what they
the lame excuse that there is going are doing to them and still be able
to be an elevator installed in a year to live with themselves.
or two. That does not help other
·
handicapped persons or myself DANIEL J. WHEELER
mANK YOU FOR LISTENING; . now.
JUST ANOTHER BROTHER.
This quarter, two of my classes
are in the L. & L: and the other
Cent~ol .
one is in Michaelsen. The planning
• U
department is especially ignorant
in the way they designed th,e
handicapped parking zone a.nd the
ramps for the handicapped students .who have classes in
Tl
Michaelsen. The parking is across . DEAR EDITOR:
I:'
the street in front of Nicholson
The impression I get from Mr.
DEAR EDITOR:
Pavilion. -There are only two
parking spots for handicapped Ken Munsell's articles in the
. "The Central campus has a persons. They .are located on the · CRIER, is that there is not very
number of degen~rates." Some of east end of the pavilion and so much that is good about Central.
you may ask-Who are the campus both are close together. If I had to Grades are inflated, standards are
"degenerates?". And why do I come in my wheelchair I would low, faculty morale is low,
classify
these
people
as have to set my wheelchair outside administrative decisions are disas"degenerates?".
my ~ar before I pulled into the trous, etc. What concerns me,
I will tell you who the parking spot, park my car, get out however, is neither his misinterdegenerates are and why I classify of my car and scoot on my seat pretation of statistical data on
them as such. The people on this back to where I put my wheelchair grade distributions nor his annoying negativism, but rather the
campus who I am calling "degen- out.
erate" a~e the people who park
After I got in my wheelchair, I " · implication that low faculty motheir vehicles in parking places would have to go up the pavilion rale, "low standards" and inflated
marked "Handicapped Parking" driveway to the street on the'west grades are somehow tied together.
Grade inflation has been a
and are not handicapped. I classify end of the pavilion, wheel out into
these people as degenerate be- the street, then wheel down the problem for some time, and is
cause only a degenerate would street to ·the east end of certainly .not a problem unique to
abuse a handicapped person. And Michaelsen where the nearest . Central. This has been the topic of
a person who is not handicapped "convenient" tamp is located, then several articles in newspapers and
magazines and even in the
and parks his vehicle in a proceed into Michaelsen.
Chronicle of Higher Education. We
handicapped parking zone is
The planning department should
abusing the handicapped.
have the handicapped parking in are concerned about ·the problem,
The people who are not the ~paces ac:ross the street from as are all other institutions. The
handicappe,d and park their Michaelsen and the Arts building, easy solutions to this problem are
vehicles in handicapped parking . nearest to the walkway that is unattractive, to say the least. The
_ zones must enjoy abusing the there, and install some ramps on contention that grades are high
because standards are low, if
h'andicapped, otherwise, they the curbs so a person in a
applicable
to Central, must also be
wouldn't do it. And there are a wheelchair can cross the street.
applicable
"-to all our sister
few people who repeatedly do it.
. The parking for handicapped
Regional
Universities
and to .the
I have had to walk a half a block students who have classes in the
State Universities also. I think the
and sometimes further than I L. & L. is a doozy, too. It is on the
contention is ridiculous for many
would have to, if I could have east end of the library parking
reasons,
not the least of which is
parked in a handicapped parking lot-which is still some distance
the -fact that there are approxizone. Sometimes, I could not park from L & L. It is designed right,
in a handicapped parking zone but there aren't enough parking mately one thousand students on
because it was already filled with spots, and it isn't paved and there academic probation- and the fact
that our enrollment mix is very
c~rs of other handicapped stu- is a small ditch in front of the
rich in juniors and seniors. I would
dents. But more frequently I have ramps. I only mentioned a few
expect juniors and seniors, who
to walk further than I normally things that are bad for the
would because a person who handitapped student. There are a have presumably been screened
during their_ first two years in
wasn't handicapped had his or her lot more.
1~ollege, to perform more compeI am not calling everyone who
vehicle parked in the handicapped
than the overall average
tently
parks in the handicapped parking
parking zone. ·
Central has an · unfeeling and zones without handicapped park- mix of students; this is, of course,
especially true for graduate
praiseworthy police force. I say ing decals on their vehicles
students and Teacher Education
the police are unfeeling because I "degenerate" . . Some people have
[Cont. on Page 61
think that they must think it is temporary handicaps: broken
enough to open your ears to my
words. Thank you. ·
First of all I wish to pose a
question: Why is it that you tend
to commit yourselves to luring
new members to your religion
even b_y . such means as fear?
I hope it 1s clear to you that you
have lowered yourselves by
attempting to sell The ·Christ as
one would attempt to sell a
product. If you see it dif~erently,
then . I implore you to take a
deepe.r, more honest· look at your
techniques.
.
And another thing: . when you
pr~ach of good and evil, plea~e try
to do so with a softer voice. Do not
hassle anybody. Simply say
something like "good will lead to
good and evil will lead to evil.
From. that. which is good. w_e
ex~erience JO!; from that. which is
evil,. su!,fe~mg. . Sowmg an?
Reapmg. Simple enough? Also, if
you have some spare thinking time ·
give some thought to this:
"The Kingdom of Gbd is within
you!
·
.
.And by .t~e .waY_, ~lease keep i!l
?1m~ t~at ifit is wit~~n you, then it
is withm all of us. Ye a~e gods;
and all of Y?U ~.re the .children of
the most High. That is from the
Book of.Psalms; do not close it out.
It applies to all of us, and that
includes, Christians, Moslems,
Jews, Hindus, Nixon, Charles
. ld.anson ..a·n.d yo1:1r pa~ents!
" Hypocrisy is easy to fall mto, so
take it easy on us-,-your
Brothers-please do not force
anyth~ng on us that may not be
necessary, .ev~n if you t~in.k it is.
If T~e Christ is truly withm you,
you kno:W you do · not have to
anyway. Take care.

has
UnJ+.eelz•ng
•
peo l e

Grades
defended
by prof
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[Cont. from Page 5]
students since the former are
carefully screened prior to admission and the latter must pass a
series of competency tests prior to
admission.
Faculty are naturally displeased
about increasingly heavy loads,
increasingly inadequate salaries
and pressure brought about by
legislative mandates from Olympia. As you many i~agine, very
few people enter the teaching
profession as a means of becoming
wealthy. We are in the profession
because we enjoy it and because of
the opportunities that are available to us to explore our own
academic interests. The faculty at
Central are a dedicated, competent group of people who are
working very hard to maintain the
large number (approximately 100)
of programs that are currently
available to students ev~n though
the total number of faculty has
been reduced. I don't know of any
faculty members who have allowed their frustration with their
salaries and loads to affect the
quality of their performance. The
reason is simple: we are professionals.
Finally, I would like to emphasize that there is a great deal that
is good, about Central. We have a
large variety of programs and an
excellent faculty to implement
them; we have an administration
that is earnestly · trying to
maintain Central as a high quality
academic institution; we have a
beautiful campus in a beautiful
rural setting; our campus population is friendly and helpful. When
you look at Central in a . positive
way, you will find that it's a darn
good place to be.

Student
burned
up

University merger eyed
BY NANCY WOLFF

An unpublished recommendation by some state officials to
centralize the administrations of
Washington's state-supported uniDEAR EDITOR:
As everyone in Hertz knows, it versities was the topic of conversais a No-Smoking building without a tion last Tuesday with Dr. Jam es
student smoking area. I arrived Brooks, Central's president.
The report, which appeared in
here in September to find the halls
filled with cigarette-smoking stu- the February 5 issue of the Daily
dents. Because I have difficulty Record, claims that a "white
breathing, I tried to do something paper" urged the replacement of
about this problem. I talked with separate boards of regents and
Deans and Vice Presidents who in trustees at the universities, with
turn spoke to the students. I two governing boards-one for
approached the student services, Western Washington schools ·and
who were very helpful and whose the other for Eastern Washington
verbal mediations also amounted schools. Undedhis plan the U.W.,
to nothing. It's a shame a big W.W.U. and Evergreen would
University like this has laws it make up one group, while W.S.U.,
cannot enforce, to protect students E.W.U. and C.W.U. wou~d comthe other group.
like me. But when it comes down prise
to it, they don't do anything about
Brooks said that he was
it when they're broken.
My basically in agreement with critics
suggestion would be to levy a fine, . of the plan (E.G. Patterson,
- member of the House Higher
out that is another matter.
The real point is respect;
Education Committee; Patrick
respect for one.-s self and others. It
Callan, outgoing executive coordiis public knowledge to these
nator of the State Council for
smokers that their behavior Post-secondary Education; Ted
bothers others.
There are Haley, House Higher Education
students in Hertz who jlre allergic
Committee and H.A. Goltz, chairto smoke. For others, it makes
man of the Senate Higher
them gag or it's difficult to
Education Committee); saying
breathe. Perhaps if smokers
that the six institutions are
realized how irritating it is for operating efficiently and effectiveothers with respiratory or allergic
ly with their individual boards, "I
problems they'd reconsider lightcan't see anything to be gained by
ing up. The S. U.B. is 30 feet away
centralization."
and offers the smoker almost
According to Brooks, the trend
every rool!l in the building to
in higher education is toward
express his need. On pleasant
decentralization.
Many institudays the outdoors is a step away,
tions that had previously disbandalthough it too, rejects the
ed their boards of trustees are now
pollution.
reinstating them. The proposal is
Musicians, who are so· conscious
"completely out of keeping with
H.S. HABIB,
about using their lungs in playing,
the situation and trends of the
PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY
should either not smoke themtime," Brooks continued.
selves, or should not force others
Brooks provided a transcript of
to blacken their lungs by their
Callan's reply to questions at a
-ACADEMIC
efforts.
Joint Session of the House and
LatelY:--besTdes smoking in the
Senate Higher Education Comhalls, students have transported
mittee meeting last January 30.
this habit into the classroom. Now
Callan felt that by compari~on to
10,000 TOPICS .
this becomes a bit blatant. Please
the operation of post-secondary
QUALITY GUARANTEED!
try and develop some respect for
school systems in other states,
SEND $1.00 FOR YOUR 270-PAGE
others. There are smoking areas
Washington's system is successful
MAIL ORDER CATAlOG
all over campus. Have a little
because it is decentralized.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
consideration and use them.
"Since the primary disadvan11322 IDAHO. AVE.. 206-f
lOS ANGUES, CA. 90025
tage of centralized governance is
(213) 477-1474
its complexity, one has to question
A GRADUATE STUDENT
centralization as a panacea for
simplifying governance. We have
a large number of board!:: and
commissions . .. but the real
question is not one of numbers but
whether this is a help or_ a
Your Fidelity Union Field Assohindrance in the achievement of
ciate can help plan your financial
the state's educational and public
future with College Master. Colpolicy objectives.
One of the
lege Master is the nation's leader
•
positive results of the current
·
in life iiisurance for college /;
seniors. J,et him tell you why.
system is a more diverse array of
higher education opportunity than
exists in most states." Callan
Do n C I e m a n call the ~idelity u~ion .college
compared Washington's system to
Master Field Associate m your
~
that of California's, saying that the
9 2 5 - 4 17 5 area:
In The Plaza
'1

RESEARCH
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University of California, which
controls ... only nine of the some
130 public campuses in the state,
had 1,300 people on its central
staff; while Washington's postsecondary system is operating ori a
combined state and federal budget
of over $1 billion and staffed by
less that 20.
Callan feels that Washington
,should be skeptical of "moves
toward centralization". He feels
the legislato.rs should consider
whether it will really produce
·savings or whet-her it will improve
the educational process. He
answers "no" to both questions.
He admits that "it is not a perfect
system and it can be improved."
But it's the responsibility of the
educational community to be
willing to deal with the problems
and make improvements in the
system.
Dr. Brooks feels that it is
important for e~ch institution to
have its own board of trustees or
regents because these people can
concentrate on solving the needs
of its own faculty and students.
Each board can be more responsive to the problems of its own
area.
Brooks related that a reporter
from the U. W. Daily had questioned him earlier on the same subject;

but apparently there was yet
another twist to the centralization
matter.
Reportedly, Dr. Diptiman 1
Chakravarti, a W.S.U. regent, had
said there were too many
universities in the state and
proposed that Central should be
under the jurisdiction of the U.W.
Ellensburg would then be known
as the U.W. at Ellensburg.
Eastern would be under the
administration of W.S.U. and be
known as W.S.U. as Cheney;
Western would become W.S.U. at
Bellingham.
Brooks said (tongue-in-cheek) he
would like to make a counter
proposal and in fact make Central
the headquarters for the eastern
side of the state: W.S.U. would
thus be renamed C.W.U. at
Pullman, etc. He reasoned that ,
since C.W.U. is centrally located it
would be ideal to locate the
governing regents here. He
further suggested ·moving the
W.S.U. school of agriculture to '
Ellensburg because Ellensburg is
really the agricultural center of
the state.
Brooks added that as far as he
knew no one on either the Council
of Presidents, Post-secondary
council or legislators had seen the
proposal.

By Don Caughey

the Faith
E.W.U. has annonced that it is ending its attempts to recruit
urban Black students because of the realities of life in Cheney.
Central is initiating a drive to recruit Chicano students, despite
the fact that life in Ellensburg is no easier for ethnic minorities
than it is in Chen~y. Who is rig-ht'i You have to admire the honesty
of Eastern, and judging from the apathy and insensitivity with
which Afro-Americrui History Week was received by White
students and faculty at Central, there is much to be said for
Central's following Eastern's lead. Recruiting ethnic minorities
and then ignoring them is worse than honestly telling them that
life at Central will be difficult and that they will probably be more
at home in an urban school. Using them to keep enrollments up
and dollars in the -budget is an ugly example of racism
masquerading as integration.
·
But I hope Central will not drop .minority recruitment. In the
mid-60's the term "culturally deprived" was used to justify
affirmative action and special educational programs for ghetto
residents. It recognized that poverty, inadequate education and
lack of information and skills for survival in White culture make· a
mockery of equal opportunity. Programs which continue to
address the inequality of opportunity are still needed, but the
connotations of "cultural deprivation" need to be examined. I
believe that ethnic minorities tend to be less culturally deprived
than Whites. Ethnic minorities have to understand White culture
to survive in and against it, but Whites live as if they could ignore
ethnic cultures.
·
Ethnic cultures provide a sense of being and community, and in
the context of oppression give a source of pride to people who are
· devalued by White culture. There are White ethnic cultures which
do the same things, but by and large White culture limits rather
that expands vision.
I remember being struck by the fact that the Bible was written
by oppressed people, not by the Egyptians, Persians, Greeks or
Romans. How ironic it is that we assume that the position of
advantage is culturally superior. Is the "street-wise" Black
drop-out really more culturally deprived than the products of
White high schools and T.V.? George Carlin has a great bit about .
how White teenagers with Blacks tend to talk Black. We all know
or should know -that the roots of popular music are Black and
despite racism or the music business it is still Blacks and those
Whites who have integrated Blackness into their music who
provide the major creative input. We have yet to discover how
that same dynamic applies to areas of thought, but it does. It is
true in theater, dance, poetry and the arts.
Non-White
theologians are currently providing the most important input to
religious thought. Culturally deprived Whites need ethnic
minority education as much or more than they need our help in
gaining socio-economic equality.
.
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Police
Beat

Enforces antiquated rule
BY TIM HARRINGTON

STUDENT ARRESTED

A student was arrested and bo~ked on assault charges on
February 8, at approximately 10:30 p.m., according to Campus
Police. Police arrived at the S.U.B. shortly after the manager had
been punched by the student. When police arrived he punched
Campus Police Officer Kinnear. The student was taken to the
Kittitas County Security Office for booking and transferred to
Western State Hospital where a hearing has been scheduled for
February 17.
FEMALE STUDENT ACCOSTED

A female student reported being accosted by an unknown white
male on February 7. The incident took place on the sidewalk at the
back of Davies Hall. The student stated the assailant reached for
her shoulder but she jerked away and ran to her dorm. The assault
took place at approximately 1:00 p.m.

1

CASE SOLVED

A three-year-old lost property case was solved on February 9. A
·diamond lost by a faculty member in September of 1974 was .
recovered. The value of the diamond was set at $5,400 at current
estimates. Chief Brickley and Officer Varichak, who resolved the
case, returned the diamond to a grateful owner.
STREET SIGN RETURNED

While attempting to serve an arrest warrant on campus a
U.P.D. officer observed what seemed to be a Seattle street sign in
a dorm room. Upon - investigation the sign was positively
identified. No arrests were made and the sign has been returned to
Seattle. The incident took place on February 9.
MINOR POSSESSION

On February 11, two students, under 21-years of age, were cited
for minor possession of alcohol in a public place. The incident
occurred at approximately 10 p.m.
PINBALL MACHINE BROKEN

At 8 p.m. on February 13, Campus Police responded to a call at
Alford-Montgomery Hall. The hall's pinball machine had been
maliciously damaged. Damage estimates were set at $75.
Investigation into the case is still underway.
DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED

Campus Police stopped a car in the E-2 Lot on February 13, on
suspicion of driving while intoxicated. The students, under
21-years of age, were tested and proven to be well over approved
levels for intoxication, according to police.

E.O.P. assists
disabled students

best we can."
The program is in need of volunAccording to Rod Converse, teers in order to secure it here at
director of the Educational Oppor- Central, where it has never been
tunities Program, "Many times attempted before. "At the modisabled students need personal ment," said Carol Preston, "we are
· attention and assistance." If you limited but we can help at this
are physically disabled and have time any physically disabled stuneed of a particular type of dent. There is no limitation on the
assistance while attending Cen- kind of disability."
Carol Preston is in charge of
. tral, the Educational Opportunities Program is starting an exten- setting up publicity for the prosion of their program to assist gram. With the help of the
Admissions Office, the E.O.P. has
disabled students.
The Educational Opportunities sent letters to junior high and· high
Program (E.O.P.) ·h as been given school counselors to make sure
the responsibility to make access- they know such a program is
able to physically disabled stu- offered at Central.
dents, aids in housing, to provide
So far, the E.O.P. has received a
support services in academics and letter from a blind high school
help for blind and deaf students. . student who will attend Central
Those people most actively in- next year. Knowing ahead of time,
volved in the program are Rod the E.0.P. can help make sure that
Converse, director of E.O.P.; Car- the books the student will need are
ol Preston, graduate student in put into Braille, inform the student
Special Education and Student there is a Braille reader in Central's library and familiarize the
assistant, John Christman.
Converse said~ "Most disabled student with the campus.
Student assistant, John Christstudents will need help academically, such as· the blind need help man: said that "Students new to
with books and · others may need Central will be benefited by this
someone to write for them. Our new program. Before and right
job will be to discover their now, disabled students have to
specific needs and fulfill them as find help on their own effort."

BY KAY CORY

residence housing, but lifts any so much that they even had a note
further student restrictions a!ter at the terminal operator making
the student's inaugural year.
sure I only took nine credits.
"We're both located in rural
"If I lived on campus what would
areas, with the responsibility of I do between quarters?" asks
providing housing," he says, · "by Killian, "My folks sold their
the nature of where they are, house."
they're residence universities."
Those students like Killian who
There 'are exceptions to the wish exemptions must request
University's 21-year-old rule.
such an exemption in writing by
Among the under-21 who can live the fifth week of the quarter' in
off campus are: students living order to be exempt from the rule
with relatives, having medical for the following quarter.
problems, working off campus for
A rule such as Central's 21-yearroom and board and those who old residency rule is bound to
have completed six quarters, can bring about debate on its
live off campus. The exceptions constitutionality; but Wen dell Hill
must be cleared by Wendell Hill's says the school is confident of the
constitutionality of the rule.
office, though.
As could be expected, a lot of
"There have been cases," he
Central students are very upset says, "that have gone to court and
over the school's policy.
ruled that colleges and universiCraig Killian is a 20-year-old ties cari have such a policy."
sophomore from Redmond, who
In defending the universitis
moved into his residence on 10th rule, Hill is quick to point out that
Street last June. Craig spent the
couple of years of residence
summer in Ellensburg and when living is a necessary part of the
Fall Quarter rolled around, he was college experience.
told by the Housing office that he
"Most people," he says, "find it a
had to move back on campus very rewarding experience when
despite the fact that he had lived looking back. It helps to build and
in his house for three months.
expand the individual."
"They told me that since I · There is somewhat of a paradox
wasn't cleared to live off, or age in all of this. The school must
21, I would either have to move provide housing services, because
back on or take less than 10 Central is a rural university with
credits," says Killian.
less off-campus living facilities
"This is screwy," he continues, .then would be found in other
"this is my house. My folks sold areas. Since some students must
their house in Redmond and are live on campus due to the housing
travelling, so this is my home. situation, the school must force all
If they expect me to move out of students under 21 who are in their
my house into one of their rooms first two years to live 'in residence
they're crazy."
structures to pay for costs.
Since the beginning of Fall
Wen dell Hill admits that he
Quarter, Killian has been fighting believes the rule is not too
for his right to live where he popular; nevertheless, the U niverchooses and has been forced to sity is committed to its 21-year-old
take only nine credits.
residency rule and seems ready to
"I'm a marked man," he stick by its guns. Just ask Craig
continues, "I've fought · with them Killian.

Central is a unique institution of
higher learning. It is located close
to the mountain ski resorts, has
one of the best small college
athletic programs in the nation,
and has been called by many as
one of the friendliest schools that
can be possibly found.
There is one aspect of Central,
however, that completely differentiates it from the other colleges
and universities of Washington.
Central is the only institution of
higher learning that requires all
freshman and sophomores under
21 years of age ·to live in a
university residence hall.
This statement seems to always
generate two immediate questions. How did Central come about
forming such a policy and why?
In the late 50's, with enrollment
booming and projections calling
for. even more growth, Central was
hit with an acute housing short·
age.
The residence hall system at
that time had a capacity of about
900 students, and the school
actually rented space from the
Webster, Vale and Antler Hotels
because of the lack of college
housing.
The school decided the only
alternative to its housing shortage
was to expand the residence
system.
In 1958, responding to housing
needs, Central was able to
purchase bonds through the
College Housing Program at an
interest rate of 3 percent.
With this money, the school was
able to construct StephensWhitney Hall in 1960; Moore,
Barto and the Duplex Apartments
in 1962 and the Bassetti complex in
1965 and 1966.
According to Wendell Hill,
director of Auxillary Services, the
written policy of the University
concerning those aged under 21
liv1ng on campus, is a direct result
of the 1958 bond agreement.
"The 1958 change in housing
policy for more room also meant a
Sacs
padded shoulder straps.
guarantee that the student space
BY NANCY WOLFF
Millet, a French import (and thus
would be used," says Hill.
The humble backpack, once
more status) costs from $20 to $40,
According to Hill, the school
acquired bonds from the College ·considered an almost exclusive depending on how "in" you wish to
look.
Housing Program . at 3 percent piece of equipment for the serious
hiker' has now become an essential
(interest), but had to have some
Most of the packs are waterguarantee that the money was piece' of gear for the student.
proof, and they can be stuffed into
While students in the "good old
going to be paid back.
small bags when not in use.
The guarantee turned out to be days" struggled lugging stacks of
As an alternative, many stua resolution passed by the Board of books and supplies between dents are toting large book bags.
Trustees. Now in the Washington classes, today's students simply fill These are hand held and while you
Administrative Code, it requires the pack, put it on their back and may get a sore hand from carrying
all full-time single freshman and it's off to class. Hands are free for a heavy load, you can carry more
sophomore students of Central steering a ten-speed or balancing in a tote bag than in a pack.
under age 21 to live in University on a unicycle.
Designs on these tote bags tend
Backpacks are worn one of
residence hall facilities.
to be a little more creative than
either
across
the
several
ways:
With a policy such as the
back, strapped over one shoulder, backpacks. One can get totes with
21-year-old rule, the school was
or
hand-held and slung over one Women's Lib slogans to ecological
able to guarantee the College
shoulder.
No research has been designs: Save-a-Whale, Save-aHousing Program that the new
done
on
the significance of Tree, etc. A lot of stores are
residence space built with the
the
bag over either the selling book bags imprinted with
carrying
bonds would be used.
their own advertising.
right
or
left
shoulder,
however.
According to Hill, the U niverBackpacks
come
iri
a
wide
Some students prefer to design
sit y has had a 21-year-old
residency rule since 1925. Putting assortment of colors, fabrics and their own bags. There are book
the rule in resolution form and in prices to match your wardrobe and carriers made from quilts, rugs,
section 106-156 of the Washington budget. The Central Bookstore burlap, even crocheted string.
And for those who are fed up
Administrative Code was perhaps offers a modestly-priced model for
the easiest way of making sure $11.95. Jerrol's offers a variety of with t-shirt slogans, a whole new
nylon and canvas models ranging field of book bag designs a waits
that Centrals new residence
in price form $7 to $11.
the creative individual.
facilities were used.
Recreational _Equipment IncorWhatever your preferenc~.
The 21-year-old rule was not the
only alternative for guaranteeing porated' (R.E.I.), in Seattle, offers backpack or tote, it sure beats sore
high class versions complete with arms at the end of the day.
occupancy, but it may have been
the easiest to implement.
'Tm not sure if they had to force
- FREE CHECK
. freshman and .mphomores to live
on campus," noies Hill, "but they·
OF YOUR INCOME
had to establish necessary rules
TAX FORMS
and rates to pay it off."
"This was not an invention of
NO OBLIGATION
the resolution," he continues, "it
was here before."
H&R.BLOCK
Central is the only state college
or university that requires all
UPSTAIRS LYNCH BLD.G.
freshman and sophomores under
5TH & PEARL
=
age 21 to live on campus.
Washington State University re925-5966
quires freshman to live in

a
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M.J. the D.J. gets down at KC.WS
BY KAY CORY
Meet M.J. the D.J. "He's
superb, exciting and full of
flamboyant dynamics. Michael
Jackson's jazz show on KCWS FM
91.0 is t"ruly that ... "a jazz show;"
says. Terry Talley, station manager.
Every Thursday evening from
nme till mu:~night, jazz enthusiasts
in Ellensburg can hear their
favorite music on FM 91.0. The
host is Michael Jackson, senior, a
product of Seattle's Franklin High
School. Although Michael is a
Business Administration/Administrative Management major at
Central, he stills finds time to "get
down" on Thursdays.
Why . would someone with a
major like that want to 'become a
disc jockey? Michael said, "I've
always been ipterested in music. I
went to Los Angeles where I
heard a lot of different styles of
jocks and it really interested rne.
I've been told I have a good
announcing voice by several'
people in the business. Last year's
jazz show host, "Sticky" Stan
Morris, encouraged me to try out
at KCWS. Stan said I have great
potential and so he introduced me
to the right contacts at scho~l."
Michael was ·asked what he
would like to be doing after graduation in June. he said, "Someday
I'd like to own a restaurant, add a
disco dance floor to it and be the
disco's disc jockey, or maybe work

on a commercial radio station as a
specialized jazz disc jockey." He
also added. "I'm really grateful to
K,C,WS. It has opened me up to
new avenues of music. Since
KCWS is predominantly a rock
station, I try to be more ver·
satile in music."
But Michael loves jazz . music
more than any other kind. He said,
"a jazz_ musician will take the
music a step further by showing
his own talent with his instrument,
but still tie it in with the melody.
An example of that would be
Grover Washington, Jr., who will
start a sound with a distant
melody and then get into an
abstract solo and then bring back
the melody."
"Jazz is anything that's improvised. It is a unique form of music
that is less hectic and more
melodic. Jazz is getting to be a
much bigger trend now. Jazz
musicians seem like a 'f?ig happy
family because they appear on
each other's albums and, help one
another out. They really enjoy
what they do. Anyone can play
rock or soul music, but it takes a
mighty capable musician to be able
to perform as a jazz musician."
Michael said his favorites are:
"Al Jarreau, because he can make
his voice sound like several
different instruments and he .can
sing in many foreign language~. I
like Bob James because he is the
complete jazz artist; Miles Davis
because Miles is Miles and I really

MICHAEL JACKSON

enjoy Weather Report because
there is so much intensity when
they play, and they can really ·
capture a crowd."
Michael was asked what kind of
feedback he has received about his
jazz show. He said, 'Tve talked
with musicians in the music
department who want to hear
more traditional jazz like Miles
Davis, Weather Report, Charlie
Haden and Stanley Clarke. Other
listeners who have telephoned the

station want to hear Ramsey
Lewis, John Klemmer, and George
Benson. because they are just
getting into jazz and don't have
much knowledge of others. Since
Lewis, Klemmer and Benson get a
lot of commercial promotion, these
listeners can identify with them.
I've also had requests for vocalists
such as Al Jarreau and Flora
Purim."
Each disc jockey at KC~S. is
required to make some effort to

prepare for their various shifts on
the air. Michael Jackson is unique
because he says that. he psychs
himself for his shift by playing
three hours of jazz before his shift
begins. "That means that when I
go to do my shift I'm ready to get
down."
So, tune in to Michael Jackson's
jazz ·show and really find out what
surprising music there is to be
offered, on Thursday nights-ol'I
KC~S, FM 91.0.

Hereditary behavior p~obed
You've got to wear
one to truly appreciate
th-e softness.
the flowing, full-cut
feeling and tht:i ~tter/y
feminine look of
the dress.

Scientists have long known that .vocational interest test.
Especially needed are student
such physical traits as height,
weight, body bu~d. hair and eye volunteers who have been raised
color are partially or totally from a very early age by
inherited from one's pare.nts. individuals other tha·n their
However, for many years, geneti- biological parents (i.e. foster or
cists and psychologists have been adopted ch1ldren). Those students
debating Vfhether behavioral who are int ' P,Sted in participating
traits in man have a · genetic in this ~t 1~:' v are asked to contact
Dr. ,... • ._, ~ n in the Bi olo.gy
component.
Psychologists have tended to DeparLnm t.
downplay the genetic component · if 011e h~s -had a long day and
of behavior preferring to view the lacks tl e energy to jog over to
external environment as the major Dean H . 11, pick up the phone and
determinant of behavior patterns. dial: 9f..3-2731. All information
Recent studies, though, have concerr, ·ng volunteers will be
provided evidence that many
types of behavior are, indeed,
heritable. Some of these traits
include depression, aggression,
quantitative ability and even
heterosexuality. Little research,
however, has been conducted to
Friends and Alumni of Central
determine whether personal and are presently receiving a magazine
vocational interests are inherited. called Central Today. Many
A study is now being organized stud_erts wonder why they are
by Dr. Thomas Thelen's behavior- receivmg such a thing, when th.ey
al genetics class in the Depart- ~are not even an alumni yet?
·
ment of. Biological Sciences which
According to Gail Jones, acting
will attempt to determine if director of the Alumni Office,
selected interests are heritable. when students first apply for
The study will analyze student Central they are put on .the
responses to a brief standardized mailing list so they can become

absolutely confidential.
All pa~ticipa~tswITfbe informed
of their personal and vocational
interest results and, in addition,
will be eligible for a prize.
Whether one's motives are in the
best interests of Behavioral
Science or just a personal
curiosity, we hope for response •
within the coming week. All
cooperation will be greatly appreciated.
A study of this nature has never
been attempted at Central and
may result in its being published in
a n.a tional scientific journal.
·
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aware of what kind of things are
going on here'. This year, though, .
only one copy of this quarterly
magazine is being sent to each new
applicant.
As Jong as Jones has been
holding her position, she says
there has never been any
response from undergraduates
who have recieved magazines.
"Once or twice a couple of them
wrote to say that they were not
going to go to Central," said "ones,
"but we get a lot of respon ..-.i from
alumni~that's half the Lm of it."
Jones said that Central Today·
was given to new students with
hopes that it would help acquaint '
them with what their counterparts
are doing. The Alumni Association
also had hopes of this magazine
serving as an inspiration to
students as to wh.at they might
look forwara to doing in four·
years.
"Besides, it can't hurt
them," said Jones.
Jones also.said that if there was
anyone receiving Central Today
who really didn't want or need it,
they could get their names off the
mailing list ·simply by contacting
the office or bringing in the copy
that was sent to their home.
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Is it a dish, a Frisbee or a U.F.O.?
BY HAROLD LANE

Dissatisfaction and frustration
are common emotions in the field
of U.F.O. investigation, and with
good reason. Thirty years after
the first so-called "flying saucers"
were seen, there is still no good
explanation for what the darn
things- are. Any theory-be it
extraterrestrial spaceships, psych'ological manifestations, or holograms -from an-o ther dimension,
fall short when compared to the
confusing bo~y oLf.!l~t~.
For examples of this coniusion,
one need go no further than this
campus ...
Dr. Robert - Mitchell, professor
in the Physics Department,
occasionally serves as a cosmic
Father Confessor. "A perfect
example happened about two
years ago. A couple of guys came
in and told me how they
constructed a hot-air balloon with
a coat-hanger and lights on it, sent
it up 'one clear night and watc.hed
the U.F.O .. reports appear in the
Yakima newspapers."
In the Central Bookstore, there
are magazines which serve a
different kind of confessional
service. One of them displays a
guant-looking man with his face
caked with white make-up. On his
forehead are a series of brightly
colored geometric tatoos. The
printing next to the photo claims
that this individual is actually an
alien, and that the markings on his
face give a person the secret of
eternal life.
Not - far from the rack where
that magazine sits, a recent copy
of Playboy reviews the story, of
Charles Hickson and his friend
Calvin Parker. In the fall of 1973,
after fishing on the Pascagoula
River, Hickson saw a blue U.F.O.
which landed near him. Three
"things," as he calls them,
departed from "the craft" and took
the two men aboard. There the
things examined them with an
instrument that appeared to be "a
football-shaped camera." After the
examination, they were deposited
on the spot where they were
picked up. The craft then left.
The reaction of the two men
immediately after the experience
should be noted. Hickson tells us
that while he was scared, his
friend Parker "was screaming and
hollering ... He was just all to
pieces, you know .. .'' Finally, after
, calming the other man sufficiently,
he told him. "Listen, Calvin, let's
just keep it t~_ ourselves. Let's
don't tell anybody, because ain't
nobody going to believe this.''
Superficial judgements of these
men can be made fairly easily. The
men who built a flying saucer out
of hot air and a coat hanger m~y
have a slightly misplaced sense of
humor, but essentially they are
harmless practical jokers. As for
the man with the tattoos, one
suspects that his mental condition
is probably more unusual than his
place of birth.
But what is to be made of
Charles Hickson? Biographies reveal the man to be a responsible, rational citizen; in matters
other than U.F.O.'s, his opinion is
considered valuable. What happened to him? Was he the victim of
some pranksters, a more sophisticated version of our heroes in
Yakima? Or does he suffer from a
mental disorder like the tattooed
wonder-one that isn't so obvious?
Questions like this -preoccupy
the minds of two men-Dr. J.
Allen Hynek and Jacque Vallee.
For a quarter century, they have
been tearing at the U.F.0.
phenomenon, trying to find in'consistencies in _witnesses' testimony,
fighting skepticism and obstructionism of government. officials
and trying to get the facts about
U.F.O.'s-above all, trying to get
the facts.
Both their careers are long and

checkered. Hynek, for example,
was professor of astronomy at
Northwestern University when he
was picked up by the Air Force to
be the head technical advisor of
their investigation program. In
his book, The U.F.O. Experience,
he speculates that he was not
chosen because of his reputation as
an astronomer, but only because
Northwestern was physically near
the Pentagon. Apparently, t; .? .
O.'s were_not important enough to
warrant any great transportation
costs.
From 1952 to 1969, Hynek
served in U~e Air Force investigation Project Blue B1>ok, as
it was called. For most of that
tim_!', he was _a skeptic, believing
that U .F .0.'s were only misperceptions of ordinary phenomena. In March of 1965, however,
the doctor erred seriously. In a
press conference held then, he ex· plained away one particularly convincing case as nothing more than
a peculiar weath_e r event known as
"swamp gas." The resultant wave
of ridicule forced him to reconsider his views.
-He came-away.from the- focident
with a modified version of his
previous beliefs. He still thinks
most reports are mis-perceptions
-98 percent is a figure he quotes
often-but is now convinced that
those other two percent are truly
mysterious, by any standards.
Jacques Vallee started studying
U.F.O.'s in 1961, in a skeptical
atmosphere similiar to which
Hynek lived with. While working
at a French observatory, he claims
to have witnessed unexplained
phenomena on several occasions.
He couldn't prove his claims,
however, because his tapes on the
subject were erased by an
associate.
After quitting the observatory,
Vallee began to concentrate all his
efforts on solving the U.F.O.
mystery. Since he had advanced
degrees in both astro-physics and
com(Juter science, he decided to
see if computer programs could be
developed that could predict
U.F.O. behavior before it occur·red.
After sixteen years of work, the
latest results were made public
last summer. Vallee and his
compu~ers predicted that a group
of U.F.O.'s would be seen in
Northern Siberia during Christ- ·
mas of 1977. Unfortunately, the
area in question was so physically
aad politically inaccessible that the
accuracy of the prediciton could
not be determined.

Hynek has been ~ore successful
with his research. After Blue
Book was dismantled in 1969, he
formed The Center for U.F.O.
Studies, in Evanston, Illinois.
There he was to divide U.F.O.
reports into · categories that are
now as famous - as lf.F.O.'s
themselves.
The first three categories refer
to sightings at · a considerable
distance from the object. They use
the shape of an object as a label.
"Daylight Discs" and "Nocturnal
Lights" are just that; "Radar
Sightings" are discs or lights
which show up as blips on a radar
screen.
Despite the frequency of these
sightings (one estimate has eleven
million such incidents since 1947)
disc and light reports are usually
not considered valuable. They are
brief, transitory incidents, usually
very hectic for the observer.
Therefore, detail and. reliability
are often missing. Photographs of
such events are also dismissed for
similar reasons.
Once a U.F.O. gets within fifty
yards of an observer, the whole
affair takes on an extra dimension,
according to Hynek. Instead of
seeing mere featureless lights,
observers witness workings of
what seem to be machines.
a~zing sounds are sometimes
heard and tlie experience makes a
greater emotional impact on the
observer'. For these reasons,
Hynek-thinking the term "sighting" not descriptive enough-coined thu_hrase "close encounters."
· For those of you who have been
living near the timber line for the
past couple of months, there are
three sections of close enounters.
First-kind . encounters involve the
near · approach-one might say a
point-blank look-at a U .F .0.
Second-kind encounters are .characterized by "marks," physical
evidence of a U.F.O.'s presence.
Huge circles of crushed weeds
have sometimes been discovered
after reports of a U.F.0. "landing.''
Burn marks on road surfaces,
broken tree branches, and severe
sunburn on witnesses are also
typical results from a second-kind
enounter.
Encounters of a third kind-contact with aliens-are the rarest
form of U.F.O. experience. Hynek
knows of only five third-kind encounters which are genuine: that
is, where possibility of hoax and
mental illness have been ruled out.
When the subject is brought up,
Dr. Hynek usually gives as an
example a case Which OCCUrred lil

New Guinea in the late Sixties. A
Catholic priest and several parishoners stared in fascination as a
U.F.O. hovered above them; a
large-headed pilot was silhouetted
in the bright lights shining
through a "window". After some
time spent in awe and disbelief,
the priest raised his arms and
waved them, semaphore fashion.
The pilot responded by waving
back. Seconds later, the U.F.O.
disappeared .into the dark.
These categories, and a few
brief stabs at predicting U.F.O.
behavior, do not seem much
reward for all those millions of
reports. But at least now, through

l

the years of practice, U.F.O.
investigators know what questions
to ask, how to ask them and how to
perceive a hoax.
In short, scientists are beginning to get their act together.
U.F.O.'s are as mysterious~ erratic
and surprising as ever, but now
some people are ready for them
when they appear. That it took
three decades for this to happen
shows the difficulty the U.F.O.
phenomenon presents to the
scientific community. That men
like Vallee and Hynek'are willing
to spend years to make it happett,.
shows their . own talent and
persistence ..
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-----Costs estimated at $115,012-----

For Health's Sake

Proj eCtS posponed
BY ROD LINDMAN

Allison, Central's business manager.
The paving of Lot D, located
He went on to say that due to
west of the library, is the main inflation, the estimated figures for
priority item in the two-year-old the improvements derived in 1976
parking plan. The construction may be unrealistic in three years.
costs are estimated at $115,012.
Allison's job includes examining
However, there is not enough
where immediate improvements
money to complete this and othei; are needed and allocating the
parking lot projects.
necessary funds.
Since the main project will have
He mentioned that before the
to wait, so will the others. Those revised parking plan went into
items in the long-range plan are:
effect various pressure groups
upgrading and the addition of new from the library and Nicholson
entrances to the metered parking Pavilion, asked that their lots be .
lot north of the library. Estimated paved first. Finally, the Presicost is $20,995. Permanent paving, dent's Advisory Council adopted
curbs, storm drainage, land- the long-range plan, in 1976. ·
sea ping and _lighting, for the lot in
And what about funds from
front of Nicholson Pavilion, are parking tickets? Well, funds from
also planned. The same improve- parking tickets cannot be 11sed to
ments are planned for lot E-2, improve the lots. According to
located across from Hitchcock Hall state law, any money collected
from traffic fines must be paid to
and west of the Health. Center.
The only funds available for the county. This means the
parking lot __improvements come ·- Kittitas County Courts may issue
irom the sale of ·parking regfstra- a warrant for a student's arrest if
tion stickers, and with sticker the parking fine isn't paid within
sales down, the money taken in for ten days.
the fund is minimal.
,
Campus Police Chief Dolf
This fun_d contained only $31,337 Brickley, said the present system
last year; maintenance and related of parking enforcement is in the
expenditures for the year amounted to $13,657 .21. This l~ft
$17,689.79 available for parking
improvements.
"At the present rate, it will take
about three years to have enough
funds to pave D lot," said Bill

best interest of the students.
"Could you imagine if a student
got a traffic ticket and he appeared
in a college court, pleading not
guilty? If the college court
determined that the student is
guilty and he really isn't, then
where the hell does he go from
thete?"
"As soon as we start taking
away these small constitutional
rights, such as the right to appeal
to a higher court, there's a danger
of erroding our basic freedoms in
the Constitution," Brickley added.
If students have hopes of
improved lots immediately, they
should forget it. Paul Bechtel, the
director of the Physical Plant said,
"No improvements to the gravel
lots can be made until improved
weather conditions.
"We can dump gravel in the
holes but we've got nothing hut a
mess the next day," Bechtel
remarked.
Currently, lack of funds, inflation and lower priorities, all
contribute to hindering the paving
of more student parking lots, until
the distant, distant, future.

Carpoolers iuggle
school & 160 miles daily
BY NANCY WOLFF

nap or someone studies -but often
there's a lively five-way debate
6 a.m .... the alarm clock rings. · going on. To make sure that no one
6: 10 ... you crawl reluctantly has to drive more than once a
from your warm bed.
week they planned a driving
6:25 ... you're dressed and ready schedule at the beginning <;>f the
to leave.
'
quarter.
6:30 ... you start your car and
"I wasn't sure I could manage
drive to the rendezvous at the school and home," says Cedeno,
parking lot.
mother of two young boys, "but
6:35 ... drivers from the other now that I'm into the second
cars transfer their bodies and quarter, things are going smoothbooks into one car. '!'he car pulls er." She says that her older son
out and heads down the highway worries if she's not home by dark.
to Ellensburg and another 160- He.r husband, Ruben, doesn't mind
mile round trip begins.
the idea of a car ·pool. "It doesn't
Every day of the week for the matter to me because I don't have
past two quarters a group of five to ride back and forth every day,"
students has been car · pooling he said.
between Central and Moses Lake.
The four Education majors
Connie Cedeno, Vi Cockshott, hoped to be able to do their
Vern Millican and Beth Bruce are student teaching in Moses Lake
enrolled in the Education Pro- without putting extra burden on
gram; Bob Hughes is a graduate their families. So far they've been
art student. This quarter they unsuccessful in getting any coopleave an hour earlier because · eration from the administration to
Millican has an 8 o'clock class.
allow them to do that.
"I get an extra hour of studying
With an average of two to three
done this way," said Cockshott.
years left for them to complete
Four of . the commuters are their degrees, the car poolers are
married and they juggle their time facing another problem-the pool
between studying and taking care is starting to break up. This
of children. They agree that their quarter, Bruce moved to Ellensspouses are managing well with burg until the end of the quarter
sharing household responsibilities and Hughes withdrew because of
and providing moral support.
medical problems.
"You have to be devoted or nuts
Those remaining still leave the
to do this every day," says S.U.B. parking lot each day at 3
Millican. "We're a little of both, I p.m. By 4:30 th_ey're back 'in Moses
guess."
Lake, getting into their own cars
The three-hour round trip goes and heading separate ways until
quickly. Someone usually takes a tomorrow morning.
For well over fifty years, Eddie
Bauer has been prOducing premium quality outdoor garments. Our
commitment to quality allows us to
maintain an unconditional guarantee.

Guarantee:

Support

CRIER ,
advertisers

Mi'keMcGinnis
925-6711

cwu

Representative

Every item we sell will give
complete satisfaction or you may
return it, accompanied by our
proof of pu~chase, for a full refund.
Because Bauer quality is obvious, we have : ii~ver found a need to
discount ·our prices.
. In hopes of gaining long-term
customers, we are offering Central
students our 15% discount when
the order is placed through your
campus representative.

M.R.Golden
Each person is a distinct and unique individ.t1al, needing
and all other
necessary nutrients.
Depending on what stage of the normal life cycle one is in, will
determine what nutrients are of especial importance to them.
During childhOOd, Vitamins C & D, the minerals _calcium & iron
.and also protein, are. especially needed.
·
Vitamin C is particularly essential as it is required for red blood
cell formation and is involved in maintaining the strength of all the
blood vessels and in forming the substances which hold the cells
together.
Vitamin D is needed to regulate the amount of calcium and
phosphorus in the blood, which it does by improving their
absorption and utilization.
Calcium is used during childhood to act in cooperation with
phosphorus to build and maintain bones and teeth.
Protein is.of major importance during one's growing years, as it
is the major source of building material for the muscles, blood, skin
hair, eyes, nails, teeth and internal organs.
buring adOiescence, Vitamins C, D ~ B-1, the minerals calcium,
phosphorus & iron, and 'proiein are all Important to one's proper
growth and maturation.
Vitamin C is utilized as a protective vitamin essential to over~U
body health, especially important for maintaining healthy skm.
is especially needed during~ this period of rapid growth to
act with protein and copper in making hemoglobin, the coloring
in.a.t_t~r _of red blood cells.
Vitamin D is needed for the proper utilization of Vitamin A,
-which is essential for the maintenance of soft, smooth, disea~e-free
skin, of which adolescents are particularly concerned.
Vitamin- B-l (Thiamine) is especially important during this
stage, as it aids in increasing the learning process, through nerve
tissue oxidatioJ!.
·
Calcium assists in the process of blood clotting and helps
prevent the accumulation of either too much acid or alkali in the
blood.
· ·
-•
·
.
Phosphorus is well used in this especially active time of life, as it
provides for quick releases of energy which are necessary for
muscle contractions, including the regular contractions of the
heart.
Iron, needed during this time of physical changes, is n'ecessary
for the formation of myoglobin, which is found only in muscle
tissue and is a transporter of oxygen.
Protein helps to maintain an adolescent's youthful appearance
by preventing reduction of mµscle tone, which would cause the
body tQ. become soft and flabby.
. During the time of pregnancy: a woman's nutrient needs greatly
merea~e.! as she now must provide for not only herself, but for her
child-to-be.
Vitamins A, C, D, E, the B vitamins, the minerals calcium,
phosphorus and iron and protein are those nutrients that she must
be definitely aware of including in her diet.
Vitamin A is important in the growth and repair of body tissues
and is necessary for the general health of eye tissue and may be
essential to the health of adrenal glands.
-. The B vitamins promot~ growth and general health, are needed
for the maintenance of good vision and clear, healthy eyes and are
necessary for cell respiration.
Vitamin C's primary function is to maintain collagen, a protein
which is necessary for the formation of skin, ligaments and bones,
which is also essential for proper fetus development.
Vitamin D works with the parathyl,"oid hormone to regulate the
transport of calcium which, along with phosphorus, is needed for
proper bone and tooth development.
·
Vitamin E has the ability to unite with oxygen, thus protecting
the red blood cells from blood-destroying agents, which would
cause the cells to rupture.
Iron is needed by the fetus to build up its own reserve supply in
the liver.
Protein is needed in extra amounts by the mother to maintain
her vigor and stamina and counteract infection and ·weakness.
During the pe-riod of old age, Vitamins q, D & the B yitamins: ,
the iron ·and calcium minerals, along with protein and a minimum
intake of carbohydrates, are those nutrients most necessary for
one's good health.
·
Vitamin C is directly involved in carbohydrate metabolism
(which is especially important for older people, who tend to lead
sedentary lives) and is required for the conversion of folic acid-(a B
vitamin) into its most biologically active form.
Vitamin D · is essential for proper glandular functionirig,
important to older folks who are most susceptible to glandular
malfunctions.
The various B vitamins are needed in treating the symptoms of'
senility and,protect against stress; also, useful ih the treatment oI
nervous disorders.
Calcium aids in the utilization of iron, helps activate several
enzymes which are important in metabolism and helps to regulate
the passage of materials in and out of the cell walls. . . Iron is an essential component of body cells and its
usability is enhanced by the presence of Vitamin C.
Protein is of distinct importance to older persons, as it can be
converted in the body to either starch (glycogen) or sugar
(glucose), which can be used for energy.
The amount of carbohydrates taken into the body needs to be
·reduced to smaller amounts as one reaches old age, as they are the
main source of extra poundage. Their chief duties are to provide
energy for bodily functions .and muscular exertion and to ·assist in
the digestion and assimilation of other foods.
Though some nutrients are of special importance during various
periods of tf1e- fffe cycTe, all of tne many nutrients are essential
throughout one's life to attain and maintain optimal health.
-Every effort should therefore be made to consume an adeqµate
daily intake of al~ the necessary nutrients, in order to achieve the
highest quality life possible.
diff~ring amounts of vitamins, minerals, proteins"

-Iron
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Drama Departm_ent problems aired
previous drama productions.
Smith also told the board about
The Drama Department has a the drama department's lack of
three-level mission, according to success in recruiting minority
the presentation given at Central's students. He believed that this
Board of Trustee meeting by Dr. results from the minority's belief
that they cannot compete against
Milo Smith, chairman.
The mission includes giving white students with previous
students a broad liberal arts acting experience.
Smith said, "training needed for
foundation, training drama teachers for public schools and auditions is received in life," and
preparing students for profession- all people are welcome to try out
al employment in theater groups for any part in any play regardless
of their background or previous
and touring companies.
After budget cutbacks reducing . ·experience."
Smith also discussed the Childthe department's budget from
$7 ,500 in 1976-77 to the current ren's Theatre program. This has
$1,000, the department must
concentrate on producing plays
with broad popular appeal, Smith
said.
Th~ result is, the department
cannot perform plays which are
·culturally-enriching, but at the
·same time will not guarantee a
·good profit, he continued.
Smith said, "This year we had to
play to the public. The shows are
popular. We had to go for the
shows that probably would make
some money. You won't find
William Shakespeare on the
program this year at all."
To illustrate the department's
problems, Smith pointed to the
expenses entailed in the forthcoming production of Guys and Dolls.
He said, after long negotiation,
the departm~nt agreed to_pay the ·
company holding the play's royalty
rights- $500 or 15% ot the gross
receipts, whichever is greater.
The department then invested
$675 in stage equipment and
costumes and must pay the
orchestra $500 for their services.
This exceeds the year's $1,000
budget.
The play can only be produced
300 COUNT
because of the monetary success of
BY KEN MUNSELL

been a success according to Smith.
The department's prepared report
stated, "Professor James Hawkins has instituted an annual
Spring Tour, which has developed
an excellent reputation among
elementary school administrators,
teachers and parents throughout
the state."
Touring productions are limited,
Smith said, because "It is bey-0nd
our budget to go out with a full_
production"." He noted that Central
does not own enough stage and
lighting equipment to allow
productions to tour while still
continuing a full schedule of

1.27

FILLER PAPER

Lifestyles:
second in
a series

Choose college or wide rule,
3 liole, 8"x10%", reg 1.88,
you save _61¢

productions on campus.
Another problem arising from
touring is finding enough students
willing to devote time to the show
since the trip requires long
absences from campus. Smith said
he usually can find ten. to fifteen
people to tour, but does not feel
justified asking for more people to
make the sacrifices.
The statement presented to the
Board of Trustees stated that
there are five full-time faculty
connected with the department.
They are actively engaged in
increasing departmental activities
and the department is maintaining

"PEE CHEE"
PORTFOLIOS
The favorite port folio at
a sale price, vertical
pockets, reinforced edges,
reg 19¢ ea

1.47

enrollment at a "respectable
level," according to the report.
The statement also said the
faculty has produced twenty
productions during the last five
years, including this week's
production of Guys and Dolls.
Student productions have numbered forty-one, including this
quarter's plays.
The drama department concluded the report by stating, "Support,
other than monetary, is excellent,
both from student participation
and audiences and the university.
Vf e hope, always, for money to do
the best for the most."

CRAYOLA
CRAYONS

FABERGE ORGANICS
SHAMPOO
Pure wheat germ oil and
honey shampoo, 16 oz

It's "back-to-Crayola
time" again! 16 color
tuck box, reg 49¢
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Central's mass media students
have continued their work on
Lifestyles, the second of three
television documentaries, produced solely by Central studen~s.
Looking at emergency medical
care in Ellensburg, reporter Larry
Hansen focuses in on the new
paramedic program initiated for
the rural community. Professionals from Ellensburg discuss the
program's initiation, problems and
hopes for the future.
Pam Comptom, Central student,
shows off her ability on the high
wire, in a look at a circus
performer and her way of life.
Reporter Tamara Anderson talks
with Pam and her work at
Marriotts Circus and Amusement
Park in the Santa Clara, California
area.
An in-depth look at the life of
Ellensburg resident Terri LaHaie
is shown by investigator reporter
Claire Drovetto. Terri, who had
her arm amputated at age 12 is
now 28, married and working in
the Ellensburg area. Although
working and raising four children
is enough for a woman with two
hands, Terri and Claire discuss the
positive aspects of the opportunities available · to the disabled.
Director Jim Pagles puts these
three segments together forLifestyles, seen February 18, at 2
p.m. on KNDO, Channel 3 (23).

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
Will do tlteses, term papers,
course work, tables, charts, etc.
Call: 925-1727. Ask for Gail.

1.37
TRACll
SHAVE CREAM

2.47

47¢

1.97

NICE 'N EASY
SHAMPOO HAI RCOLOR

EARTH BORN
SHAMPOO

SPELL-WRITE
STENO NOTEBOOK

One application hair color
with built-in conditioner

Natural pH balance,
non-alkaline, 12 oz

500 word list, Gregg ruled,
green paper, reg 59¢
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Next film: Feb. 26.

Fish and ABC's·at gallery
BY ANN SCHWIETERT
Three artists are exhibiting
through March 4 at the Community Art Gallery. The three featured
artists are Randal Houghton,
Pierre Morgan Leitz and Stan
Day.
Randal Houghton, a graduate
student in Art at Central, has
several paintings and drawings
displayed. "Bird-Ma" is an interesting combination of textures.
Houghton works from light to dark
to white throughout the picture
plane. "Bird-Ma" contains many
natural forms such as mushrooms
and birds.
Birds play an important part in
his drawings and lithographs.
"Redtail Hawk" is very skillfully
done. Houghton makes an excellent use of the lines to portray the
head and feathers of the hawk.
The textures are subtly portrayed
in tlhis piece.
"Owl of Another Kind", done
with pencil and air brush, has a
supernatural feeling about 1t. 'fhe
owl appears real in the foreground
and then blends into the background. One feels a sort of
reverence for nature in this work.
In "The Journey", birds fly
through a landscape hea~ing
toward the beyond. They seem to
head for another dimension. In
"Resolve" and "Fulfilled", birdsjly.
through unknown but scen.ic
landscapes. They are seen iri

!f·\ i
~

various stages of flight.
works are outrageous in their
In "Pensive II", an old man sits outlook. There is an underlying
thoughtfully in a room with an simplicity that one would have to
owl-like image behind him flying work at to get.
away. Houghton's work has a
"Visitor at Goon's", has a
misty dream-like quality about it .. dinosaur paying a visit to some
Pierre Morgan Leitz is the character who lives in a tree. He
second artist featured and he is looks none too happy either to see
from Richland,. He takes a his oversized guest.
whimsical look at nature. In
Leitz's work is interesting in its
"Green Rhino and Tiger Lillies", use of color. In half of the pieces
one sees tiny rhinos sitting among the colors are very vivid, while in
the leaves of a Tiger Lily.
the other half the colors are more
"Grinning Fish -and ::>nails" is subdued.
very enjoyable. They look like
Stan Day is the third artist
they came right off the pages of a featured and he is from Saskatchchildren's book. These works have ewan. His "Still Life With
a naivete about them.
Checkered Cloth", reminds one of
"Great Blue Heron", uses blue Picasso's work. The colors are
tonally in the background. The very vivid and one sees purples,
blues range from almost white to a greens, reds, blues and yellows.
light sky blue. These gradations of The colors are very intense and
color form a nice backdrop for the rainbow-like in hues.
heron.
Day also has several wood
"ABC", reminds one of those constructions. These are entitled
alphabet books pee.red at as a '"Star Mountain", Christmas Valchild. A is illustrated by an apple, ley" and "Half Circle Abstraction."
ant, antelope and artichokes. B is In these constructions, the wood is
shown surrounded by a busy colorfully painted and assembled
·beaver, bananas, beets, a beastly into collages which are very
baboon and a bewildered bat. C is geometrical.
characterized by a cute cat,
These pieces will be on display
colorful carrot, crisp cantaloupe through March 4 at the Communiand a chicken.
ty Art Gallery. The Community
In "Crab and Starfish", a crab is Art Gallery is located on Pearl
seen crawling through beach grass Stre.e t next to 'Stereocraft and is
which is interwoven with starfish. open from 12-5 p.m., Tuesday
Rhinos are a recurring theme with through Saturday. There is no
Leitz. He has them in red scarves, admission charge and everyone is
cattails and Tiger Lilies. The welcome.

~
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Fellini film in series
BY MARK LEGGE'IT
On Sunday, February 12, the
English Department and the
A.S.C. presented the 5th film in
the classic film series, Fredrico
Fellini's La Strada (The Street).
This sad, beautiful classic was a
black and white film produced in
1954, which portrayed a theme of
rejected love and a man's
insensitivity.
The story was of a girl,
Gelsomina, who is sold to a
traveling strongman, Zampano,
because her family is so poor.
Gelsomina is an odd, charming and
cheerful little person who does her
best to please Zampano, but he
treats her with callousness and
brutality. They travel through
rural Italy in Zampano's incredible
motorcycle-drawn camper, performing in small villages. Gelsomina, whose face is painted like a
clown, plays a trumpet and a drum
while Zampano .breaks chains of
iron by expanding his chest.
Finally, Gelsomina can suffer no
more abuse and runs away to
Rome where she meets Il Matto
(The Fool). II Matto l~ a sensitive

acrobat who teaches the girl a
song and convinces her that life
has meaning. Zampano finds
Gelsomina in Rome, beats her, and
forbids her to associate with the
fool. The clever Il Matto cannot
resist teasing the dull-witted
Zampano and eventually is killed
by him. Gelsomina is stricken with
grief at II Matto's death and
becomes so useless to Zampano
that he abandons her. Years later
Zampano hears a girl singing
Gelsomina's song and learns that
she has died. The movie ends with
Zampano drunk and sobbing into
the sea.
·
The classic film series consists of
the film industry's finest works
from around the world. The next
film shown, on Sunday, February
26, will be the Burmese Harp, by
Kon Ichikawa. A strong anti-war
film from Japan, it explores the
question of individual and collective responsibility for the horrors
of war while finding a melancholy
beauty even in bleak circumstance.
Admission price is 50 cents and .
coffee is still free. All showings
start at 7 p.m. in Hertz Recital
Hall.
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WE DELIVER
SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS February
Larry
Terri
Pat
Eric
Andy
Mike

126559 Al
126582 Cindy
125620 Barbara
126051 Terry ·
125193 John
125109 Patrick

125158
125149
125519
125740
125640
125162

Julie
Bruce
Mike
David
Eric
Vic

125736
125043
125569
125602
126204
125714

Jill
Clair
Randy
Terry
Eric
Jeff

126220
126577
126558
126639
126207
125607

6-~2

Mike
Arthur
DRve
Susan
Jeff
Joe

126190
126161
126598
126158
125165
125067

NEW HAPPY HOUR!!!
-9 P .M. · &~.
WEDNESDAY-MONDAYm-
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~!§tApplications are now open
for Campus Crier Business
Manager.
Submit applications and resume
to Mass Media Office by March 3,
L&L 345.
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Community children have a firsthand opportunity to learn about drama.

For the community

Kids sh.a re drama skill
the construction of and how to
handle puppets. They will also
Not only does the Central stage their own puppet ~how.
Drama Department give the
Children's theater will also be
community an opportunity to see- explored with work in acting
some of the best works of the · technique, stage movement, maketheater, it is now giving the up, mime and dance. Explorachildren of the community a tion into the different types of
chance to develop their talent and theater are also on the curriculum,
use their imagination. At the end including readers theater and
of January, the Drama Depart- story theater.
ment initiated The Child Drama
The three different age groups:
Center. The center gives children
5-6,
7-8, and the 9-10 year olds, are
from ages 5 to 10 the opportunity
to learn about creative dramatics. under the direction of Clayton
Each Saturday from 10 in the Doherty and Liz Watters. Both are
morning to 3: 30 in the afternoon, students of the theater. Working
three different age groups of with Doherty and Watters are
children are brought into touch many drama students and artistswith and allowed to participate in in-residence. The Child Drama
several areas of theater produc- Center is advised by Jim Hawkins,
tion, from acting to arts apprecia- assistant professor of Drama and
tion. The curriculum in this ex- the director of Central's Children's
perimental two-month drama cen- Theater.
The purpose of the Child Drama
ter will cover creative dramatics,
dealing with the use of the Center is to acquaint the young
imagination
and creativity enthusiast, through participation,
through improvisations and story with the excitement and adventheater. The students will learn ture of drama.
BY MARY ZUMBRUNNEN

Tactics and Strategies:
An lxam Planner

Economy with kicks.
The 1978 Ford Pinto.

Who said economy cars have to look cheap?
Pinto is loaded with style-dazzling colors, options, and performance that really steps out.
See your Ford Dealer for the economy car with kicks.

35 mpg

highway

25mpg
city

Based on EPA estimates. With 2.3 litre engine, manual transmission . Your actual mileage will vary depending on your vehicle's
condition , optional equipment and how and
where you drive . California and wagon ratings differ.
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In Pursuit
of the Elusive "A"
You don't have to _like-or
believe in-the whole college grading system. But we don't have to
tell you that you'd better get
serious about grades anyhow. If
you want to enter graduate or
professional school, you know
that a high G.P.A. is in order. And
looking ahead to the tight job
market that many college grads
now face, it's easy enough to see
that grades count there as well.
Tactics and Strategies: An Exam Planner isn~t like any study
guide you've ever seen. We don't
pretend to offer you definitive
advice on how to study or how to
psyche out your professors or how
to ace an exam. We've put in our
years on campus, and we know better
than to spout words of wisdom that
Art Credits: Cover-Joe Acree.
Joe Acree-page 3; Steve Blevins-page 17; WayneHarmspages 10, 14; Janine Orrpage 19; Mary Reven ig-page
21; Ken Smith-pages 4, 6.
© 1978 13-30 Corporation .
All rights reserved. No portion of Insider: Ford's Continuing Series of College
Newspaper Supplements may
be reproduced in whole or in
part without written consent
of 13-30 Corporation, 505
Market St., Knoxville, TN
37902 (615-637-7621).
Insider is published by 1330 Corporation for Ford Division of Ford Motor Company. Opinions expressed by
the publisher and writers are
their own and are not to be
construed as those of Ford
Division of Ford Motor Company. Likewise, the publisher
assumes responsibility for the
technical accuracy of the material used throughout the
articles herein , Direct any
correspondence to Laura
Eshbaugh, Managing Editor.

you can never hope to follow-and of the grade game for so many
students, we give special attention
wouldn't even if you could.
What Tactics and Strategies to coping with text anxiety.
offers is a laid-back look at. the
Insider: Ford's Continuing Series
testing scene that may help you of College Newspaper Supplebetter put together your grade ments is sponsored by Ford Divigame plan-or offer some helpful sion of Ford Motor Company and
insights you haven't before con- published by 13-30 Corporation
sidered-or at least give you some (which also produces su~h familinteresting reading for an !ifter- iar campus publications as Nutnoon.
shell and The Graduate). Ford's
The articles that follow cover sponsorship of this publication is
everything from why study for- an indication of their desire to
mulas don't work to a creative provide services to college stutest-taking strategy to an un- dents. Please take the time to let us
orthodox introduction to paper know how you like this supplewriting. We've thrown in a new ment by returning the postagelook at an old phenomena- cram- paid card on page 17. And for
ming-and a consoling view of six more information on Ford's prodsuccesses who weathered academ- uct line, use the card on page 8.
ic crises. And, given the intensity
Good reading!
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Magical Memory !our
The
Unending
Quest for a
Study
Formula
That Works
by PATRICIA WESTFALL
Thought, not memorization, is the
soul of learning. Every professor says
this. What teacher would claim not to
be teaching students to think?
But just try and pass a test by
thinking. Every student who has
forgotten the year Thomas Aquinas
died knows that thinking ability is not
what gets tested. Memorizationdictaphone style-is the ability in
question. Thinking won't derive the
seven phyla or reveal the eighth
wonder of the world. Only memorization counts in the crunch, and students who wish to survive had better
master the skill. But how?
"Perhaps the most basic thing that
can be said about human memory,
after a century of research, is that
unless detail is placed in a structural
pattern it is rapidly forgotten," said
Jerome Bruner in Process of Education in 1960. Bruner's concept, the
importance of structure, lies in one
form or another at the root of all howto-study methods.

In the Beginning ...
WasSQ3R
The first and most famous of the
foolproof, try-it-you-can't-fail study
formulas was Frank Robinson's SQ3R
method published in 1946. The acronym stands for "Survey, Question,
Read, Recite, Review." The method,
still taught today in a great many
college how-to-study courses, works
this way. First, survey the structure of
the chapter, reading paragraph headings and summaries; this helps your
mind get a firm grasp of the whole
assignment before you read.
4
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Next, turn those paragraph headings into questions which must be
answered by the text. Then read (the
first R) to find those answers. Robinson stresses that reading must be an
active process; you should be searching for answers, not just passing your
eyes over the type.
Every so often (every other page, in
fact) you should stop, close the book
and try to recite what you have just
read. This is the step that is supposed
to fix the information in your memory. Finally, after you have read and
recited the complete assignment, take

a few minutes to review what you've
just learned before calling it a night.

The Confession
Robinson's sure-fire thoroughlytested formula was preached passionately by academic counselors
until the student population boom of
the l 960's. That's when new how-tostudy formulas began to pop into
print at a rate second only .to sex
manuals-and volumes ahead of diet
books. Most of these were variations
on SQ3R.

I

OK4R by Walter Pauk-meaning
Overview, Key ideas (find them he
meant), Read, Recall, Reflect and
Review- was published in 1962. Next
came Space & Berg's 1966 PQRST
(Preview, Question, Read, Summarize, Test), followed by OAR WET in
1968 (Overview, Ask, Read, Write,
Evaluate, Test). The champion entry
was the 1973 PANORAMA which
stands for "Purpose (think about why
you are reading your text); Adaptability (adapt your readings peed to the
difficulty of the material); Need to
question (an obvious and painful
stretch for the acronym); Overview;
Read and relate (that is, relate the
main ideas to personal experience);
Annotate; Memorize; and (if you still
care at this point) Assess."
Walter Pauk- the OK4R manfinally called for an end to this
acronym olympics by daring to put
into print what everybody had known
all along: despite proof that these
formulas work, no sane student ever
bothers to use one. In an article
knocking PANORAMA as silly
("you're reading your text because
your professor told you to"), Pauk
wrote, "There is no question about the
value of converting a title into a
question, but I can honestly say that I
have never met a single student who
has ever used the 'technique even
though he knew about the textbook
system incorporating this step."
A shocking confession from a man
who has been teaching how-to-study
courses most of his academic career.
Student indifference hardly stifled
the acrolympics, however. REAP was
published in 1976. REAP was different though. REAP looked as if it
might have something to do with how
people actually study.

Undaunted, Our Heroes
Press On
How students actually study is
something few researchers have bothered to study. How one should study,
yes-advice abounds. But do study?
No. In 1976 Robert Szabo published a
sketchy survey (not study) of practices followed by successful students
on his campus. Even that surveyincomplete as it was-showed how
far from students the acrolympics
have been.
For example, most of the top
students preferred studying in cycles:-working hard for three or four
days, then goofing off entirely for the
next three or four days. So much for
the "study a little bit each day"
platitudes vouchsafed by the formulas.
Students also preferred to work in
four- and five-hour stretches, kayoing

the formula emphasis on one-hour
study sessions. All the formulas stress
the importance of frequent rest breaks,
but good students say the breaks
interrupt concentration.
Like Pauk, Szabo found no student
using a formula. He found this meant
students rarely remembered the main
ideas in a text, remembering instead
trivial details and facts. Yet, noted the
rueful Szabo, "They manage to obtain acceptable grades."
Did Szabo and colleagues consider
this a hint that maybe they should
abandon the quest for a perfect
formula? Never. Szabo concluded his
article with a ringing cry to press on to
new acronyms. "We must find a
method that reaches students where
they are," he said.

R Is for Read
REAP might be the method Szabo
was calling for. Published by two
University of Missouri professors, it
is, first, simpler than all the others.
The R stands for read. That's it. No
Survey, Question, Preview or Overview. Just sit down and read. That's
what students do anyway, so for the
first time in a generation the first step
of a formula makes sense in human
terms.
The next step, E-Encode, is equally
simple. Using any method you want,
simply close the book and try to
phrase what you've read into your
own words. Section by section? Chapter by chapter? Book by book? That's
your choice. The only requirement of
the method is that you actively rephrase the material immediately. The
other two steps, Annotate and Ponder (upon which the authors elaborate at length) are just refinements of
Encode: write down your encoding
(for later review?) and then think
(think?) about it, they say.
When one examines REAP, it's not
so different from earlier formulas in
that it calls for an active engagement
with the material to be memorized. It
is different in that it throws away the
hoopla and rigid rulesiness of earlier
formulas and states the meat of the
matter: Successful study requires taking time to put things in your own
words immediately. Repeat, immediately.

The Forgetting Curve
Why does study require an immediate Encoding (or Recalling or Reciting or Evaluation or Call It What
You Will)? The answer to that is
suggested in some classic early research on memorization, such as the
1913 nonsense syllables study by

Ebbinghaus (ah yes, the one you had
to memorize for Introductory Psych,
remember?). In the Ebbinghaus study,
subjects studied a list of nonsense
syllables and then were tested repeatedly. After 20 minutes they had
forgotten 4 7 percent-almost half.
After a day, 62 percent were forgotten; two days, 69 percent; 31 days,
78 percent. The results were clear: the
bulk of forgetting takes place within
minutes after study and then tapers
off.
A similar study by Spitzer in 1939
which used meaningful materialcame
up with similar numbers-46 percent
of the material was forgotten after a
day; 79 percent after 14 days. Forgetting is an immediate thing. By
tonight you will have forgotten almost 50 percent of this article-unless
you try to encode it or put it in your
own words the minute you finish.
Spitzer proved that encodingworks
to counter the brain's awesome and
instant forgetting power. In another
study he conducted, some subjects
merely studied (i.e. read) materials
while others recited the information
in their own words immediately after
reading it. Seven days afterwards,
those who had recited remembered 83
percent of what they had read. The
others only remembered 33 percent.
This shows that encoding works, but
for the why of that working you'll
have to return to Bruner's concept
about structural patterns. Encoding
apparently makes you create memorable patterns. It works.

Note-taking, Like Love,
Requires You Listen Dearly
Assigned readings are not the only
material you must commit to memory. You will also be tested on
lectures. Studying lecture notes is a lot
like studying a text. First you read,
then you encode. But before you can
read or encode you must take notes,
and that requires listening.
It is a subtle skill, perhaps because
it's so human a skill. Professors are
not textbooks; they're humans who
do not organize themselves into easyto-grasp chapters and headings and
who often talk rapidly, slowly or
monotonously.
But listeners are fallible, too. They
listen in monotone, racing like a
dictaphone to capture every word.
Most students listen to a lecture as if
every idea had equal weight. Not so.
In an hour-long lecture, there will be
at most only six or seven main points
that you are expected to remember.
The rest of the information is detail,
colorful anecdotes, relevant tangents
or side dressings of opinion which the
INSIDER
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professor has included to clarify the
main points for you. He hopes the
extra information will tease you into
greater awareness of those main points.
He would be horrified to realize that
most of his students miss those main
points and remember the details
instead.
You can pick out the main points by
listening for cue phrases. Sometimes
cues are very simple: "Our topic for
today is ... " the professor will say. But
other times he will bury his cue in
elaborate rhetoric, and you will have
to figure out where the rhetoric ends
and the main point begins: "Picture
the day Lincoln arrived at Gettys burg
in his dark top hat and cape, his
shoulders stooped," the professor
intones, and you wonder if this lecture
is about Gettysburg, Civil War fashion, or curvature of the spine. Keep
listening. He'll drop a cue eventually.
Cues for related subpoints can be
very brief and are easily missed if
you're not listening hard. Phrases like
"on the other hand," "another way of
looking at that," "next in importance," "turning now to," can signal a
new point. Sometimes a single word"however " "the refore " "but" - may
introduce' a point. Yo~ have to think
as you listen, learning to differentiate
the trivial from the important.

Encoding Follows Naturally
Once listening is mastered, notetaking becomes absurdly simple. All
you have to do is write down the main
points, adding just as much detail as
you care to for your own entertainment or clarification. Studies have
been made of different note-taking
styles, and the studies are, frankly,
inconclusive. One study comparing
four note-taking styles-a formal

valuable than a lecture because it's
better organized, more comprehensive and less likely to mumble. Yet a
text can't force you to encode.

Ah, But What of It?

outline method, a two-column format, the "Cornell three-column format" and "no special method" revealed that none of the methods had
any merit over the others. There were
no differences in student grades attributable to note-taking methods.
But a study that compared students
who did not take notes with those who
did, revealed that note-takers always
make better grades. It's not "how" but
"whether" you take notes that counts.
Why? None of the researchers ventured any answers, but it may be that
note-taking is a form of encoding.
Lectures make you select what's important (because you don't have time
to get everything down), and they
make you put the information down
in your own words (because you don't
have time to put it down in the
professor's words). In lecture you
become an encoder in spite of yourself. You're forced to do there what
you should do for texts.No wonder so
many students feel they learn more in
lectures. A text ought to be more

Two Unlikely Learning Techniques
Teaching Others

you may learn more than you ever
have before.

It's true. Teachers learn ·more
from a course than the students. If Mapping
you try to teach material to someone
Some people are just visually
else, you are forced to grasp it in new minded, so transforming a text or
ways, to express it in terms the other lecture into a picture or "map" might
person can understand. This helps be the best way for these people to
you remember. Tests at one univer- learn. To draw a map, put down the
sity had a group of students study key idea first. This becomes the
material using the SQ3R method. "buried treasure" on your map.
Another group also used the SQ3R Then draw in secondary or supportmethod but was required to teach ing ideas around the buried treasure.
the material to other students. The Lastly, draw in the critical details.
student teachers did significant- Why this works is that you have to
ly better on tests than the control find the secondary and supporting
group. The catch in this technique is ideas before you can draw them. In
finding a "student" who is willing to doing that you learn them. Maplearn biology or psychology or eco- ping, as its author, M. Buckley
nomics from you. But if you can talk Hanf, says, "is thinking." And the
someone into being your student, best way to learn maping is to do it.
6
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One autumn when students returned to campus, a professor named
E. B. Greene gave them the same
exams they had taken the spring
before. Even "A" students had forgotten 50 percent of all they had
successfully memorized the term before. Another professor, E. T. Layton, found that students lost twothirds of their algebraic knowledge
after a year.
What's the use? Even with the best
study habits, you will eventually
forget what you've learned. You will
get through tests, but what of it if it's
all gone by next term? Memorizing,
dicta phone style, seems to all students
a pointless exercise.
In a 1932 book called The Psychology of Study, Cecil Mace wrote,
"If the student has any compensating
merit, it lies in being something more
than a mere recording machine." That
something, he argued, was thinking
ability. You are doomed to forget
most of what you learn; the only merit
in all this is that somehow because of
it, or at worst in spite of it, you learn to
think.
But what is thinking? The best
Mace could do in 30-odd pages of
essay was suggest that free association
might be involved. Hundreds of other
thinkers have struggled with the question, and among them the most
honest might be Walter(OK4R) Pauk
who has said that thinking, despite all
the thinking done about it, remains
largely a private matter.
So how is memorization related to
this private skill? For an insight into
that we can go all the way back to a
letter the not-yet Saint Thomas
Aquinas wrote to a Brother John:
"Since you have asked me how one
should set about to acquire the treasure of knowledge, this is my advice to
you concerning it: namely, that you
should choose to enter, not straightway into the ocean, but by way of the
little streams; for difficult things
ought to be reached by way of easy
ones .... Do not heed by whom a thing
is said, but rather what is said you
should commit to your memory .... "
Victor White, commenting on this
letter, has written: "Note how careful
St. Thomas is. Brother John is to
commit what is said to his memory; he
is not straightway to commit his
intellect to it. He is not at once to
swallow everything that is said; let
him remember it in order to test and
examine it, but not at once to assent to

it. Suspension of judgment is one of
the first things a learner has to learn:
we have to learn how to entertain
ideas without promptly either affirming them or denying them. Here again
it is a matter of that difficult business
of restraining the mind's own native
impetuosity, the natural desire of the
reason to be unreasonable. We want
to jump to conclusions before we have
reached them; to take sides, make a
stand, vehemently affirm or deny

before we have considered, examined, tested, proved."

St. Thomas Died in 1274
Memorization may seem more
worthwhile to you if you perceive it,
like Victor White does, as a tool of
dispassion. Memorization is not commitment. It's just a way to hold onto
thoughts as you sift through sometimes frightening new ideas looking

for the ones you will come to live by.
Remember that-even if you can't
remember when St. Thomas died.
Meanwhile, you can be sure researchers will press on, looking for a
memorizing formula you can live
w~h.
•

Patricia Westfall, a contributing editor for Insider, spends snowed-in
Iowa winters searching for the ultimate in study methods.

To Each His Own Study Method: Four Scholars Describe Theirs
out sounding stilted and usually receive "B's." "When I'm
under pressure to do it and I'm tired, I just say exactly what
I want to say and get it over with," she says. "You don't
Chemical engineering senior Devon have time to overthink."
Clausing does everything she can to
Although her last-minute method has proven itself over
save time when studying for her classes and over again, Donnelly-a very conscientious studentat University of Cincinnati.
has reservations about using it:
The president of one engineering
"I don't always trust it. Something inside me says,
club and active in two others, Clausing is forced to use 'Don't leave it until the last minute.' "
·
what little study time she has very efficiently in order to
maintain her 3. 7 grade average.
"My freshman year I did all my homework every night,"
Booking It
she said. "As I got more involved in activities, I didn't have
time to do all of it. That's when I started finding shortRoberta Rusch, a senior at St. John's
cuts."
College, won't have any tests this year,
Most of an engineer's study time is spent working
but she often spends six hours a day
problems, she said. To save time, Clausing sets up the
studying in the library-for the fun of
equations to solve the problems and makes sure she
it.
understands them, but she stops short of doing the actual
This self-motivation is typical of students at the small
calculations.
school in Annapolis, Maryland. The demanding St.
For non-engineering courses, Clausing will read as- John's curriculum emphasizes traditional liberal arts,
signed material before a class only if she expects the such as grammar, logic and rhetoric. The reading list
teacher to call on her for an answer. Otherwise, she prefers includes most of the "great books" of Western tradition.
to read the material as time permits after the professor has
There are no tests at St. John's, but grades based on
lectured on it.
papers, homework and class participation are recorded on
Clausing keeps books for non-engineering classes in the each student's transcript. More important than grades,
bathroom "by the john," and is "able to keep up pretty well however, is the "don rag"-an annual oral evaluation of
that way."
each student's progress.
Without the threat of impending exams, St. John's
students must discipline themselves to study regularly,
says Rusch.
Ready, Set, Write
"You've got to form habits. Once you're into the habit of
For most students, writing papers at regular study, it becomes a part of you." She adds, "I think
the last minute is a final act of despera- basically people here like to study. We're interested in the
tion. For Katherine Donnelly, U niver- books.''
sity of Chicago sophomore, it's just
good strategy-one that produces "A"
work.
In the Swim
When Donnelly has a paper to write, she reads over the
Yale University senior Dan Ortiz finds
relevant material two or three times and thinks deeply
that swimming every day helps him
about her topic. Then she waits.
study better.
The night before the paper is due, Donnelly arranges her
"Keeping in shape and having that
notes and books on an isolated library desk and sits down
to write. The words pour out quickly and steadily, racing '---'~....__--Lll=----' mental relaxation is good," he said. "It
against the clock. When the frenzy subsides, Donnelly gives my mind an hour or so to rest.
"If I don't swim I start feeling heavy and fatigued. I begin
proofreads the paper she's created and tosses it into a
fading out around 10 o'clock."
folder, to be turned in the next day.
Ortiz, an English major whose grades earned him entry
The California native says the best papers she's written
into Phi Beta Kappa honorary society, tries to break his
have been produced in a last-minute flurry of activity.
One epiceffort-acomparison of the themes of freedom study time into two- or three-hour blocks. He says he can't
and authority in King Lear, Kant, Paradise Lost, The concentrate much longer than that. He also enjoys
Federalist Papers and Plato-was written in a fast four changes of scenery when he studies.
For writing, which he finds difficult, Ortiz holes up in "a
hours.
The last-minute papers almost always earn "A's," says rather sterile engineering library." He doesn't know many
Donnelly. Papers she writes over a long time period come engineers, so he's not distracted by friends interrupting.

No Time for Calculation
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A Compendium of Study Aids & Advice
by VICKI DENNIS
Grades are not necessarily synonymous with intelligence. Often the best students are the ones who
have learned the tricks of the trade. Here are six study tips that could make the differetice for you.

Use
the Necessary
Tools
Any tradesman needs
special tools, and the
college student is no different. The first tool is a
good dictionary, such as
Webster's New World
Dictionary of the American Language (Cleveland: William Collins +
World Publishing Company, Inc., 1977), $10.95.
A thesaurus is another
handy aid when theright
word won't come. The
standard version is The
New American Roget's
College Thesaurus(New
York: New American
Library, 1962), 95 cents.
A new revised edition
will be coming out in
1978. To help your writing, buy a copy of The
Elements of Style by
·William Strunk, Jr. and
E. B. White (New York:
Macmillan Company,
1977), $1.65. This little
book is packed with information on word usage
and composition, as well
as matter-of-fact tips on
writing style.

Get Acquainted with the Library
Don't wait till you have a big project to learn how to use the library. For starters, find out
· how the card catalog works. It consists of small wooden drawers full of alphabetical listings
of all the library's holdings-arranged by author, title and subject headings. In the upper
left-hand corner of each card, you'll find the "call number," which tells you the location of
the book in the library. You should also become familiar with the reference room where
encyclopedias and other general reference materials are located, including The Reader's
Guide to Periodical Literature, a multivolumed listing of magazine articles grouped by
year of publication; indexes of newspaper articles; and specialized indexes on subjects such
as art, education and psychology.

Budget Time Effectively
Do you always need just a little more time to
study for tests? Do you find yourself pulling allnighters to finish term papers? Your problem isn't
really lack of time; it's making good use of the time
you do have.
Time management experts, such as Alan Lakein,
author of How To Get Control of Your Time and
Your Life, maintain that the key to budgeting your
time is a daily plan. Each morning list all the things
you must do for that day. With nonroutine things
like studying, be specific. Make notes about what
you will study, such as "Chemistry, Chapter 12.
Read and take notes." Schedule your time realistically. Don't set aside a block of 10 hours to study
for your English test when you know that you'll
never find that many hours together during your
day. Instead, plan ahead: schedule two hours each
day for five days to study for the test.
One caution: most experts say that people tend
to spend too much time on unimportant routine
tasks and never get to the important ones. To avoid
this time trap, evaluate each item on your list
according to its priority and constantly review
those priorities during the day.

Learn from Your Midterms
If you're alert, what you learn from a
midterm can help you through the rest of
the term and the final. For instance, the
midterm lets you know what kinds of
questions-and answers-the instructor prefers. Armed with this information, you can more easily isolate what
. you should learn for the final. In
addition, a midterm lets you doublecheck your own study habits and notetaking skills. If you missed important
points or found your notes impossible to
comprehend, you can fine-tune your
study technique or note-taking for the
rest of the course. Finally, the midterm can tell you a lot about your testtaking skills. Did you run out of time?
Were you calm or frantic? Were you able
to organizeyourthoughts? Analyzeyour
strong and weak points and work to
improve your test performance before
the final.

Determine Your Best
Study Time
Are you a day person, ready to
tackle studying as soon as you
spring from bed? Or do you find
the middle of the night the best
time for intense learning? Keep a
daily chart of your reactions to
events for a week or so. Record
when you wake up and how you
feel (grumpy, full of pep?). During
the day, write down the times when
you feel tense and when you feel
happy; when you are running at
peak energy and when you start to
slump. Soon you'll see a pattern
developing. You can then plan
your day around your ups and
downs (known as biorhythms).
For example, plan study times for
when you are most alert and don't
count on doing any heavy mental
activity during your very low
periods.

Check Out These Self-Help Study Guides
• Study Tips: How To Study Effectively and Get Better Grades. William
H. Armstrong. (Woodbury, New York: Barron's Educational Series, Inc.,
1975) $2.25. A guide to organizing your study time.
• Surviving the Undergraduate Jungle: The Student's Guide to Good
Grades. Kathy Crafts and Brenda Hauther. (New York: Grove Press, 1976)
$3. 95. Teaches freshmen the art of collegiate self-defense.
• How To Succeed in College: A Student Guidebook. Joshua R. Gerow
and R. Douglas Lying. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1975) $4.95. A
collection of advice and suggestions compiled by two college counselors
after years of listening to students' complaints and problems.
• Good Memory-Successful Student I A Guide To Remembering What
You Learn. Harry Lorayne. (New York: Stein and Day, 1976) $1.95.
Written by a well-known expert in memory techniques.
• How To Take Tests. Jason Millman and Walter Pauk. (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1969) $2. 95. Written by two nationally known authorities on
tests and test-taking.
• 30 Ways To Improve Your Grades. Harry Shaw. (New York: McGrawHill, 1969) $3.95. All the way from "Uncovering Your Attitudes" to
"Improve Your Test-Taking Methods."
Vicki Dennis collected study tips (and index cards) during graduate school.
INSIDER
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Bow
'lo Play
the 'lest

GameandWin
by DON EASTMAN

In his keynote address to the
delegates at the annual meeting of the
American Council of Education last
summer, Ernest Boyer, the U.S. Commissioner of Education, related how
his five-year-old son had become
test wise.
The boy had been attending kindergarten less than a week when, instead
of saying his nightly prayers, he
launched into a recitation of the
alphabet. "I realized the educational
implications of this recitation," said
Boyer, "and was filled with fatherly
pride at my son's accomplishment."
Embarrassed by his father's praise
for learning the alphabet in less than a
week in kindergarten, the boy confessed, "I actually learned it on
Sesame Street, but my teacher thinks
she taught it to me."
"Ah, then I was doubly proud,"
said Boyer, "for he had not only
learned the alphabet, but he had
learned the system as well."
Like most educators, Boyer understands that American education consists of two distinct parts: there is
learning, and there is the game of
learning.
No one is quite sure whether testing
and grading, which occupy a remarkable portion of time and energy
in the American educational system,
measure learning-or simply the
ability of students to make grades and
pass tests. It is clear, however, that
students who know how to play the
game of education-that is, who
know how to take tests and make
good grades-quickly achieve a favored status in our society. The testwise
10
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student knows and uses the rules of
the game; whether he is actually
learned or not, he is the declared
winner in the educational sweepstakes.
The first matter to consider, and to
come to terms with, is the quite
obvious fact that formal education is

American education
consists of two
distinct parts:
there is learning, and
there is the game
of learning.
not a monolithic, unified, univocal
experience, but a series of courses
taught by individuals. The act of
taking a course is quite similar, for
good historical and psychological
reasons, to a brief apprenticeship.
What one is asked to do in taking a
course is to see the particular subject
matter through the eyes of the instructor. You may have, or may develop,
additional perspectives as well, but
what the course is about, and what
you will be graded on, is your ability
to see the subject matter from the
instructor's perspective.
Once this notion is understood, we
can forget all those silly arguments
about how five different English
teachers will grade the same theme in
five different ways, which is supposed
to be an argument against the validity
of testing and grading. Ofcourse they
are all different: nobody knows what

the truth is. All anyone, including
English teachers (especially English
teachers), has to go on is a truth, that
is, a single, limited, individual version
of what the truth might be. Truths,
like grades and tests, are a thoroughly
individual matter.
Obviously, the educational system,
particularly higher education, depends upon the student having a
goodly number of these brief apprenticeships. Each apprenticeship provides a different perspective-a view
from a different angle. The result, if
the student is lucky and reasonably
industrious, is what Matthew Arnold
called the ability to "see life steady,
and .see it whole."
The first rule of the test game, then,
is: Identify the perspective of the
instructor. What are the key issues
and the key approaches to the subject
according to Professor X? Do everything you can to discover that perspective: look up old tests at the
fraternity house; consult test files in
the University Center; look up students who have taken the course
before and grill them for clues; ask the
instructor for copies of old tests"just for praetice"; badger the instructor repeatedly to be as precise as
possible about what kind of tests will
be given and what issues or problems
will be covered.You may even want to
attend class from time to time to pick
up organizational hints.
Having determined as definitively
as possible the kind of test that will be
given, you are ready to apply Rule
Number Two: Make up all the answers in advance. When the test is to

be short answer, multiple choice, fill- yourself about what you do and don't
in-the-blanks, true-false or "machine know. The opportunity to discuss and
graded," concentrate on developing criticize the sample answers is an
thematically arranged lists of the bits excellent way to assess your grasp of
and pieces of the subject on which the subject matter.
such tests depend. If the test will
Rule Number Four is a corollary to
consist of problem-solving questions, Number Three: Know what you can
devise representative hypothetical and cannot say about a subject in a
problems and prepare model solu- given period of time. (Obviously, this
tions. If the test is an essay in form, rule applies primarily to essay and
discussion tests.) How many paragraphs can you write in 10 minutes, 30
What you will be graded minutes, and 60 minutes? Essay answers consist of an opening paraon is your ability
graph to state the problem (as you
to see the subject matter
think it ought to be stated), a concluding paragraph to display how you
from the
have dealt with the problem in a
instructor's perspective.
significant way, and a variable number of intermediate paragraphs deprepare sample essays on an appro- pending on the time allotted and your
priate variety of the topics to be tested own particular writing speed. Again,
and drill yourself on the important a little practice with sample essays will
tell you a lot.
points and illustrations for each.
The key to these exercises is pracOnce the test itself has begun, most
tice, practice, practice. You want to of the rules of the test game are
take aim on a test the way the foot ball common sense:
team prepares for a game: run the
Rule Five: Read the directions and
plays you think will work until they test questions very carefully. Make
become almost automatic. Then, sure you understand the kinds of
when the time comes, use what you've answers expected, and how they will
practiced if at all possible. Particu- be scored. Ask the examiner for help
larly in the case of essay tests, it is when you do not understand the
frequently possible to revise or re- directions.
direct the question to fit the answer
Rule Six: Budget your time. Alyou came prepared to write. If you ways take a watch to the test so you
have prepared an adequate sample of can periodically check to make sure
answers to a reasonable guess about you are working rapidly enough to
what the questions will be, it is more answer all the questions. Try to save a
than likely that many of those an- few minutes to review your answers at
swers, with their finely tuned argu- the end of the test-so you can make
ments, comparisons, illustrations, ob- corrections and add details. Rememservations and conclusions, can be ber that most tests attempt to evaluate
employed to advantage.
not only your knowledge of the
While you;re at it, try a team subject matter, butalsoyourabilityto
approach. Though some amount of organize that knowledge quickly and
individual reading and study is un- efficiently.
avoidable, frequently the most proRule Seven: Answer the "easy"
ductive way to prepare is to form a questions first. If you go through the
team with one or two other students in entire test answering those questions
the class. The team approach not only for which you are best prepared, you
provides a division of labor for may be able to budget more time for
writing sample essays or making lists the questions which will require more
of key facts, dates or formulae, it also reflection and labor.
prevents you from becoming locked
Rule Eight: Answer every question.
inside your own head and requires the You should attempt at least a partial
kind of objective expression and answer even to those questions which
discussion that the test will require draw a blank (except in the case of
later. Frequently, students who study some machine-scored tests which pealone develop a deceptive kind of nalize "guesses").
Many students give up too soon on
inner monologue: they hear the material in their head, think they know it, questions which do not elicit an
but come test time they are unable to immediate response. Reread the question with care, and wait (briefly) for
verbalize it.
The team study approach can offer something to come. Visualize the
a way out of the box of solipsism place where you studied for this test:
(particularly when employed during frequently you can find a clue stuck on
the entire course) and is perhaps the the wall above your desk, or recall an
surest way to respond to Rule Num- irrelevant image that will provoke a
ber Three of the test game: Don'tfool more useful thought or impression.

Rule Nine: There is a difference
between a correct answer and a besr·
answer. It is on this difference that
many multiple choice questions depend (e.g., D. H. Lawrence was (a) a
poet (b) a novelist (c) a sex fiend (d)
the British author of Sons and Lovers,
Women in Love and Lady Chatterley's Lover), but essay tests also
exploit this distinction to discriminate between varying levels of comprehension (e.g., "What were Monet's
primary contributions to Impressionism?'').
Take care to select the best answer
from those which are available.
Rule 10: Write legibly and clearly.
There is no truth to the widespread
rumor that graders give the student
the benefit of the doubt on answers
they cannot read. Answers should be
double-spaced, with wide margins,
and should employ the most concise,
straightforward syntax possible.
The last two rules are less obvious
than the others, but no less important:
Rule 11: The proper response to a
test is not a mechanical reissuing of
information, but a performance.
Many students regard tests as cruel
and unusual punishment to be endured as stoically and passively as
possible, or as a kind of machine-like
exercise in which they are required to
regurgitate (the image illustrates the
attitude) in a routine fashion the same
material the teacher recited to them.
It is almost impossible to perform
well on tests with such an attitude. A
negative or, at best, neutral approach
is inherently self-defeating.
The test must be viewed as a
performance in whichknowledge(the
subject matter) isshapedaccordingto
demand (the test questions) and necessity (the time limits).
View yourself as a performer who is
ready and willing to display your
wares, to argue vehemently and passionately, to match wits with the test,

Take a lesson from the
football team: practice the
plays you think will work
until they become
automatic.
and to take on all comers. This is
essential for three reasons: it will
sustain your efforts to prepare adequately; it will provide you with
persistence and energy to assemble an
answer to a difficult test question that
you didn't anticipate; and it will
kindle the alertness and determination needed to do your best.
continued on page 14
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continued from page 11
an extraordinary amount of inept
The logic and psychology of this testing: a recent book published by
rule are simple: students who view Change magazine entitled The Teachtests as punishment, and those who ing and Grading ofStudents delivers a
view tests as performances, each get wholesale indictment of testing pracwhat they are looking for.
tices in higher education.
Rule 12 is a relatively new one:
The bad news is that most profesWhen shafted, appeal. Unfortunately, sors are enormously unsophisticated
many professors are like St. Au- about constructing tests; the good
gustine, who prayed, "For so it is, 0 news is that many of them admit this
Lord my God, I measure it; but what it openly. When presented with a conis I measure, I do not know." There is vincing argument that a particular

~: A

Concise Guide to 12 Kinds of Tests

Demonstration. In lab courses, you may be expected to show the instructor that
you can perform certain basic operations, such as preparing a microscope slide. The
only way to study for this is to practice the operation regularly in class until you're
certain you are doing it correctly.
Essay. The first thing to do on an essay exam is to read each question carefully·watching for words like explain, compare, describe, analyze, contrast-and be sure
you understand what you're being asked to do. If the question says to compare two
items, it won't do to simply describe them. Then work your way from the easiest
questions to the hardest questions, being careful to think through each answer before
you write it. An effective technique is to use as many specific names and references as
you can. If the professor gives your answer only a surface reading, these buzz words
may make your answers seem that much more credible. If you run out of time, write
outline answers.
Fill-in-the-Blank. Sometimes called "completion" exams, such tests require you
to provide the correct word or phrase that completes the statement. One way to study
for this type of test is to organize the material into definitive statements as you go.
Identification. You usually find such tests in the lab sections of science courses.
You're shown a collection of specimens which you have to identify and provide
information about. The way to prepare is to memorize several distinguishing
characteristics for each item. Another type of identification test provides the name of
a person or place and asks you to supply as many facts about that person or place as
you can.
Matching. The task here is to associate an item on one list with its complement on
another list-for instance, matching people's names with thei.r accomplishments,
words with definitions and the like. Obviously, you should first match the items you
are most sure of and then, unless there's a penalty for guessing, match the remaining
items through the P.rocess of elimination. Check the instructions before you start:
can any of the "answers" be used more than once?
Multiple Choice. Theoretically such tests should be easy because the answer is one
of the alternatives and through elimination you should be able to figure out which
one. A common mistake people make is to choose the first statement that seems right
without reading the rest- the object of many such tests is to choose the best answer
from more than one correct statement.
Open Book. Most open book exams are constructed in such a way that you cannot
readily find the answer in the textbook. For example, you may be told to analyze the
facts or interpret them in some way. Nonetheless, the book can help you recall buzz
words and phrases.
Oral Exams. These are probably the hardest of all exams because most people are
better at padding their writing than their speech. Do not attempt to bluff your way
through a question you're not prepared to answer. Instead, when a question is asked,
consider for a moment what you can talk about with some assurance and then
proceed with such enthusiasm that the professor is reluctant to redirect you.
Problem Solving. The best way to study for such exams is to work practice
pro bl ems until you are confident that you understand how to work the formula in all
cases. When you finish each pro bl em on the test, recheck each step of the answer to be
sure you haven't made a mistake. Then label your answer to help the grader find it.
Short Answer. This kind of test requires you to answer each question in several
sentences rather than the longer answer required on an essay exam.You study for it
much as you do for an essay exam.
Take Home. This type of exam is really a series of short themes which you prepare
outside of class, using whatever resources you want. Profs usually set a limit on the
amount of time you are to spend writing the exam, but students who score high often
exceed this time limit considerably. The professor expects you to produce wellcrafted answers when you're working with both books and time in the quiet of your
own room.
True-False. You read a statement and pronounce it true or false. It's as simple as
that. Don't try to interpret a statement too closely-most true-false questions are
clearly stated-but do look out for words like always, never or only which usually
indicate that the statement is false.
14
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test question is ambiguous, misleading, inaccurately worded or simply
unfair, many professors will attempt
to make some kind of adjustment.
Most professors do not consider
themselves experts in testing and
cognitive measurement. Professors
are (or consider themselves to be)
primarily experts in a particular academic discipline-physics, or history,
or accounting, or whatever-and are
only secondarily (and for many, begrudgingly) responsible for measuring student performance. If you
believe you have been tested or graded
unfairly, you should not hesitate to
discuss the complaint with the course
instructor. Frequently, such conversations will be productive: the instructor will alter the grade or discount the
question, or you will learn your error.
For students who remain unsatisfied following their initial conversation, many institutions have developed in recent years a grievance
procedure for handling formal grade
appeals. These appeal routes are
usually available to any student who
lodges a charge of unfair, arbitrary,
capricious or discriminatory treatment. Many institutions also employ
an "ombudsman" to help students
resolve both personal and academic
problems and complaints.
College students have traditionally
retained a healthy skepticism about
the ultimate value of testing and
grading. Like most educators, they
realize (perhaps unconsciously) that
no one really knows what the exact
relationship between tests, measurement and learning is or ought to be.
Observing the 12 rules of test-taking
described above will not make the
poor student a superior one. They are,
however, a set of practical guidelines
which will assist most students in
performing on tests accordingtotheir
true abilities.
Finally, while testing is indisputably a game, don't discount the fact
that it is a challenging and endlessly
fascinating game played for reasonably high stakes, and quite capable of
teaching you at least as much about
solving life's problems as the most
rigorous course in Transactional
Analysis or Sino-Soviet Relations.
The kind of thinking required for
rapid organization and performing
well under stress may, in the long run,
be of greater importance than the
particular details of any course of
study. Such thinking may be, in fact,
what a college education is all about.
Don Eastman, an experienced testtaker, claims he enthusiastically applied every rule in this article with
much success.

Ins and Outs of Cramming
Europe's first universities appeared
in the 12th century. The final examination originated at about the same
time, and no doubt, the first students
to take finals were also the first
students to cram for them.
Both the final exam and cramming
retain some of the flavor of their
medieval origins: the final bears obvious resemblances to the Inquisition
and the torture rack; the all-night vigil
evokes images of burning the midnight oil, and candles at both ends.
Though the preponderance of professorial opinion and scientific study
through the centuries has been anticramming- and occasionally scholars express wonder at the persistence
of the custom-the purpose of cramming is quite obvious. Without it,
student life as we know it today could
not exist. Cramming separates the
diligent from the casual student and
enables the latter to have fulfilling and
amusing college careers, while the
studious consistently make the grades.
Even conscientious scholars cram
occasionally-or at least, they claim
to be cramming, even though everyone knows they have been reading
two chapters a night since the first day
of class and typing their lecture notes
onto 3 x 5 cards. "Cramming" means
different things to different folks.
Let's define the terms. Cramming
refers to any last-minute, last-ditch
effort to master an abundance of new
material. The word "new" is key. For
the purpose of this treatise, cramming
is different fromfinal reviewing, any
last-minute, last-ditch effort to organize and brush up on previously
learned material. Anall-nighterisany
last-minute, last-dit~h effort of studying or term-paper writing, as a result
of which the effortee sleeps less than
four hours. (For our purposes, you
need not actually see the rosy-fingered
dawn to qualify; it's the thought, or
lack of it, that counts.)
Now with a firm grasp on the
definitions, let us state unequivocally
the facts of the matter:
I. Cramming, despite its usefulness as a social institution, is useless as
a means of passing final exams.
2. Final reviewing, on the other
hand, is an extremely useful study
tool that works with moderate to high
success.
3. All-nighters are a common and
.harmless tool for writing term papers,
but all-nighters and exams go together like oil and water.
If you insist upon cramming, as

The more you
learn,
the more you
forget.
The more you
forget,
the less you
know.
So why study?
by DON AKCHIN
defined, we offer you no encouragement, only a sincere"good luck" and a
prayer that your departure from the
university will be as painless and
trauma-free as possible, under the
circumstances. Sorry, kid, it just
doesn't cut the mustard. Here's why.

The Mechanics of Memory
The brain seems to have two memory systems, short-term memory and
long-term memory. Information in
short-term memory has this nasty
habit of dissolving into nothingness in
24 hours or less. Also, short-term
memory has a space shortage. When
some new information comes in and
there's no room, some of the old
information gets bumped out, never
to be seen or heard from again.
Cramming information into shortterm memory obviously won't do.
The more you learn, the more you
forget. The more you forget, the less
you know. So why study?
Your only hope is to arrange a fast
transfer from short-term memory to
long-term memory, a permanent storage vault with unlimited space capacity. The way to do that, apparently, is
to rehearse the information several
times. This labels it as something you
intend to keep. But if you're pushed
for time, the transfer may not reach
long-term memory in time. The scientific evidence indicates it takes ·awhile
for long-term memory to consolidate
new input. Some of the evidence
suggests that sleep helps the consoli-

dation (a point which has a bearing on
the wisdom of all-nighters). Some
scientists theorize that dreams are the
transfer itself-instant replays of the
day's short-term memory holdings,
broken down in smaller bits and on
their way to cold storage in long-term
memory.
Most crammers never get the material past short-term memory; it may
or may not hang around there long
enough to do any good on the test.
Several other facts about learning
work against cramming. One is the
problem of interference-when you
learn something new, it may cause
you to forget something old. If you
study all night and then stop to talk to
a friend on your way to class, the
conversation is new input that may
interfere with what you just memorized-expecially if it's still bouncing
precariously in short-term memory.
Another fact is that it's far easier to
relearn something you already knew
once than to start from the beginning.
For many students the difference
between a cram and a review is a good
set of lecture notes. Even if you don't
look at your notes until just before
tests, the concentration and effort you
exerted to listen and then write down
what you heard- in your own wordsmeans you learned it. Every word may
not be in long-term memory, bqt a
large chunk of it probably is, just
waiting for you to pluck it out.
The most "scientific" way to study,
then, would be to review your notes
and books the very last thing at night.
Then go directly to bed (no interference) and "sleep on it." That should
consolidate the new information into
long-term memory. In the morning
recite once or twice to be sure it's all
there.
The professorial wisdom on cramming is summed up by this advice
from a campus psychologist: "I'm for
cramming at the beginning. If you
really want to learn well, read the
material three or four times at the
start of the quarter. If you learn it well
then, you'll only have to review it."
In the best of all possible worlds,
every student would follow this sage
advice. But then, in the best of all
possible worlds, every college student
would study for the pure joy of
seeking knowledge and final exams
would be unnecessary.
•

Staff writer Don Akchin had a successful college career and promptly
f argot everything.
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YOU DESERVE SOME CREDIT
•• YOU'VE EARNED It

Once you've earned a college
degree, Ford Motor Credit
Company thinks you've earned :
the opportunity to have credit
too. That's why we developed
a finance plan that gives
special consideration to college
graduates and seniors within
four months of graduating.*
If you presently have a job
or can supply proof of future
employment, you may be eligible
for financing on any new Ford
or Lincoln-Mercury product. And
this financing can be tailored fo fit your
own personal budget-from delaying your
first payment for up to three months, to a plan where
your monthly payments start out small and gradually
increase each year-even 48 month financing, if needed.**
If you don't have a job lined up just yet, keep Ford Credit in mind, because you
can still take advantage of this special plan for up to one year after you graduate.
Ford Credit wants to give you the credit you deserve. Ask for us at any Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer.
*Where permitted by law.
**For example, contract dated January 15, 1978; Cash Price $5,300.00; Total Oown Payment
$800.00; Amount Financed $4,500.00; FINANCE CHARGE $1,577.52; ANNUAL PERCENTAGE
RATE 13.50%; Deferred Payment Price $6,877.52.
Payment schedule: first payment due May 15, 1978; 45 payments consisting of: first 9 monthly
payments of $109.31; next 9 monthly payments of $120.89; next 9 monthly payments of $133.70;
next 9 monthly payments of $147.86; and 9 monthly payments of $163.52.

Ford Motor
Credit
Company
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you worry about
exams
weeks in advance? Have trouble concentrating when you study?
Before, during and after
exam week, do you show
such signs of stress as rapid
heartbeat, nausea or dizziness? If so, you just might
have a condition known as
"test anxiety."
College psychologists
studying this phenomenon
over the past few years
estimate that 20 percent of
all college students have
moderate cases of test anxiety--enough to lower their
grade point averages by
one full point. As many as
half of these students may
have anxiety serious enough
to require treatment in the
form of behavior modification.
One psychologist who
pioneered in the diagnosis
and treatment of test anxiety is Dr. Richard M.
Suinn, head of the Department of Psychology at Colorado State University in
Fort Collins and psychologist for the U.S. Olympic
Ski Team.
Suinn is quick to emphasize that some degree
of anxiety is good. "Moderate anxiety can facilitate
maximum performance by
leading to increased motivation, heightened alertness and greater concentration," he says.
Dr. Carol Schneider of Colorado great and grading is hard. You find
University's Student Health Center yourself struggling to get "C's" inputs it this way, "If you don't have stead of the "A's" you were used to.
enough anxiety, you don't study. If Your lower grades may or may not be
too much, you perform badly despite attributable to test anxiety.
However, you might be among the
good preparation."
What causes test anxiety? As with test-anxious if you display some of the
many stress-related conditions, the following symptoms:
•Midway through a test, you find
causes are varied: your teachers and
parents may expect too much, you yourself looking around, wondering
may be an over-achiever, you may how other people are doing, worrying
have an excessive need to please about failing the test and wondering
what will happen if you do.
people or too much fear of failure.
•When you read test questions, the
Lower-than-expected grades and
occasional panic are not necessarily words are meaningless. You have to
indicators of test anxiety. For ex- re-read the questions two and three
ample, suppose you came from a times to comprehend them.
small high school where the academic
•Duringtests youareplottingways
demands were relaxed, where you to escape-sneaking out, turning in a
were number one without having blank test, fainting.
to try very hard. Suddenly, you find
•You often wish you were out of
yourself in a college environment · school and working-especially just
where your classmates are the pick before tests.
of big-city high schools, where the
•You panic as time runs out during
courses are tough and faculty de- a test.
mands high, where competition is
•You postpone studying for exams

until the last possible moment, because studying only reminds you how much
you have yet to learn.
If you are having problems studying or taking
tests, you should seek help
from your campus counseling center. Don't waste valuable time trying to study
harder; if test anxiety is
your problem, more studying won't help.

Putting Your Anxiety
To Rest
The most popular technique for easing test anxiety is called "systematic
desensitization." This is a
form of behavior modification originally developed
by Dr. Joseph Wolpe, a
psychiatrist at Temple University, to treat phobias.
Desensitization helps students unlearn a destructive
behavior pattern and replace it with a constructive
and beneficial one-or in
this case to replace their
anxiety reactions with relaxation and calm.
The program consists of
three steps: the first step is
learning to relax deeply and
completely; next, through
"hierarchy construction" and
desensitization itself, students are taught to reproduce deep relaxation in
situations that normally arouse anxiety.
The first step, muscle relaxation, is effective for the simple
reason that a person cannot have
incompatible responses occurring simultaneously. You cannot be tense.
and relaxed at the same time.
This step involves isometric-like
tensing of muscle groups (biceps,
shoulders, chest) followed by relaxation of these same groups. Another
part of the relaxation training is
rhythmic breathing; takingslow,deep
breaths helps replace tension with
feelings of calm and control. All of
these exercises demonstrate the contrast between tension and relaxation,
making students more aware of physical tensions and better able to defuse
tension before it builds up.
Once the student can successfully
relax his muscles at will, he is ready for
the next step: learning to deal with
conditions which trigger feelings of
anxiety.
The student is instructed to use his
relaxation skills while a threatening
continued on page 20
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lreeWbeelilt·Fords.
They9re TNT!

Dynamite. That's Ford's new line of Free Wheeling youth machines. More good
looks than the law allows. Complete factory-customized Vans, Broncos, 4x4
Pickups, Flaresides, Stylesides and compact Couriers. Free Wheeling means
everything from dazzling interiors to special paints, to trick wheels, to blackedout grilles, to ... well, just about anything to make you feel like Free Wheelin'.
New Free Wheeling Fords. They're TNT. And that's dynamite!

continued from page 17
image or cue is presented, such as:
"You're taking your exam. As you're
looking over the questions, you can
feel the tension in the pit of . your
stomach. Your eyes are wandering
around the room and your thoughts
are jumping from place to place."
The group leader presents from 12
to 20 of these scenes, arranged in order from least tension-provoking to
most tension-provoking. The first
scene may be hearing about someone
else who must take a test. The scenes
progress to announcement of a test in
your class in two weeks, studying for
it, walking to the test site, seeing a
question you don't know how to
answer, seeing other people finish
while you are still working, and finally
talking it over with classmates afterwards.
In the final step of the program,
students are exposed to the entire
range of images, all the time exercising new-found powers of relaxation.

Those Nagging Doubts
Desensitization basically works by
controlling the physical response to
anxiety-muscle tension. Anxiety has
mental and emotional responses as
well, and some new treatment programs are appearing on college campuses which focus on the "worry"
component of anxiety. (Most of these
programs incorporate desensitizaJust when everything is going
well, you have that dream again. The
one where someone hands you a test
paper. Biology 202 Final Exam.
Biology 202? You've never been to
that class before!
You pull out your dog-eared class
schedule and there it is-Biology
202, 12 p.m. to l p.m., Monday
through Friday. How could you
have forgotten to go to the class for a
whole term?
But you have, and now you're
staring at 50 true-false questions.
The people around you are hunched
over their papers, furiously scratching out answers. They've finished
the first page already.
The questions swim in front of
you. You check your brain's file
folder on biology. It's empty. Boy,
this is going to look great on your
grade report-two "A's," three "B's"
and an "F." Your eyes dart about,
frantically searching for the nearest
exit. You've got to get out of this
nightmare!
"Don't leave!" says psychologist
and dream expert Patricia Garfield.
Stay in that dream classroom and
cope with the test. If you run away,
the nightmare will only sneak back
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tion into their sessions, too.)
One example is a "cognitive modification" program developed by Dr.
Michael Weissberg, director of the
counseling center at Grand Valley
State College in Allendale, Michigan. Weissberg combines desensitization with "cognitive restructuring,"
a therapy which confronts and disarms irrational thoughts that feed
anxiety.
Weissberg's program makes students aware of the thoughts and
worries they are experiencing while
taking tests and studying for them.
Anxious students tend to worry about
everything. They are quick to blame
themselves when things go wrong.
They often feel a strong need for
others' approval, and link their performance with winning or losing that
approval. They also tend to see grades
and test scores as measures of their
personal worth; doing badly means to
them that they are worthless as
persons. They fear that failure will
bring dire consequences.
In Weissbetg's program, students
focus on their thoughts. The truth is
separated from gross exaggeration,
the rational from the irrational, the
useful from the self-defeating. Then
students are given "coping thoughts"
they can use to counter irrational
thoughts when they reappear.
"I think everybody has these kinds
of irrational thoughts," says Weiss-

The Power of
Positive Dreaming
to haunt you again.
According to Garfield, test-related nightmares strike many peoplenonstudents as well as students.
Even Freud relived biology and
chemistry finals in his sleep.
These nightmares can leave you
aching and anxious the next morning, she says. But with a little bit of
effort, you can create a positive
ending for the nightmare that will
make you more confident and capable in waking life.
- Garfield, author of the book
Creative Dreaming, says the most
important element in controlling
bad dreams is to "confront and
conquer" the frightening situation
presented in the dream.
"Before you go to sleep," she
advises, "repeat to yourself, 'I will
not wake up or try to get out of my
bad dream. I will stay there and fa~e
it.' "
Successful behavior in a dream
carries over to waking life, Garfield
claims. If you cope with a tough

berg, "but a majority of people are
able to cope with them. People without coping thoughts- thoughts that
build up their self-esteem- continue
to be anxious and get more upset and
more down on themselves."
Both desensitization and cognitive
restructuring have proved very effective in reducing anxiety. Interestingly, though, such programs by
themselves do not improve the grades
and test scores of students who
complete test-anxiety sessions. For
unknown reasons, most test-anxious
students also have poor study habits.
A test-anxiety program combined
with counseling to improve study
habits, however, has consistently improved student grades.
For everyone facing exam week,
and especially for those with a bit of
test anxiety, Dr. Suinn has some
suggestions on how you can help
yourself to do better:
I. Learn to be comfortable with
your reasonable anxiety. If you have a
fearful attitude, you can precipitate
harmful anxiety in yourself.
2. Do not schedule stressful situations just before exams. Stay away
from people who irritate you.
3. Get to the examination place a
few minutes early: relax, clear your
head and think calm, relaxing thoughts.
4. Talk to someone who settles you
down, makes you feel good about
•
yourself.
exam in your sleep, you will wake up
sure you can do it with both eyes
open.
"Our dreams are behavior practice," according to Garfield. "And
when we are practicing behavior of
'confront and conquer,' we are practicing coping with a real-life 'situation."
If, in your dream, you feel guilty
about skipping Biology 202, perhaps you're neglecting something
equally important in waking life. If
getting an "F" in a dream bothers
you, ask yourself what you're worried about failing in real life.
The next time you have an exam
nightmare, don't panic and run for
the nearest exit. Face the test. Cope
with it. Perhaps in your dream you
can arrange with the teacher to take
the test later. Or have someone
breeze through the door to tell you it
was all a terrible mistake, and you
don't have to take the test after all. If
you put your mind to it, your dream
can have a happy ending.
And when you wake up, think
about what the dream was trying to
tell you. The late, late show in your
mind may give you an interesting
perspective on your daily life.
•

ooner or later it happens. The professor
announces, "There will be no final exam."
You smile. He adds, "Instead, prepare a ·
16-page paper-on a topic of your
choosing." Your smile dissolves.
You sit, denied the modest rigors of an exam,
asked instead to confront two of man's most
intimidating achievements: language and libraries.
On a topic of your choosing.
Choosing. Ever watch people in Baskin-Robbins 31
Flavors? First pacing in front of the cases, next
urging their friends to choose ahead of them, finally
in almost a panic blurting out a choice: "Jamoca
Almond Fudge with- uh- Blueberry Cheesecake- no- Pistachio in a cone-dishcone." ·
Most people choose term paper topics the
same way, in a panic with much changing
of mind. The best way to choose flavors in
Baskin-Robbins is to walk in confidently,
rule out firmly the flavors you don't want,
and then demand taste samples of the ones
you think you do want. Taste before you
choose. The same principle applies to
term papers: rule out the areas you
definitely don't want to write about
and then read around in the areas
you are interested in before
choosing. Take time to find a
topic you will like.
Limiting. When you feel you're
getting close to a topic, think
narrow-really narrow. Sixteen
pages may sound like a lot but
it's less than most Sports
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ll/ustrated articles. Last summer the
article "Make Way for the Sultan of
Swipes" (August 22, pp. 24-30) had
about 3,900 words in it. This is nearly
as long as your 16-page paper, yet the
topic of the Sports lllustrated article
was very narrow: one man, Lou
Brock; one achievement, base-stealing.
Most students tend to write on
topics too broad for the length assigned. Writing your paper will be
easier if, before you begin, you zero in
on one tiny aspect of a subject and
stick to exploring that. Write about
the history of one slang expression,
not the history of slang. Explore the
development of one rock musician,
not the evolution of rock. Consider
the consequences of one biology
experiment, not the whole DNA
issue. Then ask yourself if you've
limited the topic enough.
Limiting is probably the most
important thinking task facing you.
Writers can never say all there is to say
about a topic and must force themselves to leave out some good material. Take this topic. There's no room
for the story about the legendary
dangling modifier or for a discussion
of stylistic devices. In fact, there's not
even room for the topic. Although the
assigned topic was "how to write a
paper," the assigned length was only
1,000 words. The library had 13
shelves of books on writing. The six
books selected as sources for the
article had 2, 192 pages total-not
counting indexes. The word "limiting"
hardly describes what was done to
squeeze 2, 192 pages into 1,000 wor_ds.
Research. At this point in how-towrite-a-paper articles, it is customary
to advise students to approach reference librarians and ask for their
willing help. It's time someone warned
you about the ego-thrashing you can
get from otherwise well-meaning reference librarians whose every gesture,

you tells 'em what you told 'em." In
writing, the easiest approach is to
announce your topic, present details
Term papers are written for an
which flesh out your point of view (or
audience of one-the professor.
thesis), then wrap it all up by reAs you sit down to write, think of
minding people what the topic has
your audience and take pity. Your
been. An outline helps you remember
teacher would probably rather
to do this. A paper must have a
spend his nights doing something
beginning, middle and end to be
more creative. Instead, this sentiunderstood by readers.
nel of academe must sift through
A short paper-say 1,000 to 2,000
reams of white bond paper, hunwords- may not need an ending as
dreds of thousands of black typemuch as a longer one simply because
written characters in double-spaced
there's less time for a reader to get
lines blurring together. Your asconfused. But with a longer paper, a
signment: to write a paper that
reader needs help from the writer to
stands out from the rest and says,
get through. A beginning where you
"The rest may be incoherent drivel,
tells folks, a middle where you tells
but I'm different. I'm going to at
'em again, and an ending where you
least make your evening bearable."
tells 'em yet again, is only fair.
every smile seems to be saying, "You
Language. The trouble with followdummy, you mean you don't know ing the Hearst formula too literally is
about Bacon's Publicity Checker, the that the paper will begin with the
ERIC Clearinghouse, the Miscellany phrase "This paper is about," and end
of Popular Antiquities, Topicator or with an identical sentence, tenses
the National Union Catalog?"
amended. This is dull. And this is why
Reference librarians don't mean to writing is scary. Approaching a library
make you feel stupid, but they can. So and choosing a topic are fearsome
swallow your ego and throw yourself enough. But wrestling with language
at their mercy. Or look it up yourself: often squashes any zest people might
basic books like Shore's Basic Refer- bring to writing. Anybody can jabber
ence Sources; Bates' Guide to Use of happily on a phone for an hour
Books and Libraries; Murphy's How (speaking maybe 3,000 words in the
and Where to Look It Up; and process). But when asked to write the
Winchell's Guide to Reference Books same number of words, the witty,
are all helpful reference book refer- jaunty telephonist becomes the perences.
petrator of "This paper is about"
Organizing. Another custom of sentences- in a word, dull. Why?
how-to-write-papers articles is to stress Because written language means Rules
the importance of the outline in and Rules kill all the fun . Rules make
preparing a paper. This is true. Out- you Self-Conscious.
Try not to be hamstrung by Rules.
lines are important, but they're useless unless you understand why you're Your ear knows more than you think.
doing one. The why of outlines has to Remember the old high school bugdo with William Randolph Hearst's aboo about sentence fragments? Look
again at the third paragraph of this
formula for writing.
His formula (roughly) was as fol- article. Every sentence in it is a
lows: "First you tells folks what you're fragment, but your ear probably
gonna tell 'em; then you tells 'em; then accepted that. Fragments are not an
ironclad taboo, and any good grammar book will say so (in small print).
Fragments that offend the ear are
wrong, but musical fragments for
stress or color are acceptable even in
formal writing.
Let your ear do the writing and
fragments , dangling clauses, tenses,
most of your rhetorical pitfalls will
probably cure themselves. Read your
paper aloud, listen to yourself as you
write. Thinking of language as sound
will not only improve your grammar,
but also make your writing less dull. If
you feel you need a greater understanding oflanguage, read a grammar
text sometime leisurely when you are
not writing a paper. But when you are .
writing, set aside self-consciousness
and simply tell people what you have
to say. On a topic of your choosing, of
course.
•
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Famous Failures

Education is replete with
examples of people who
failed academically in one
way or another but who
achieved excellence and
recognition nonetheless.
So when your next paper
is returned pulsating with
four different colors of ink
and you fail miserably on
a midterm, console yourself with these anecdotes.

Comic Relief
Woody Allen claims he
never did a lick of
homework. He spent all
his spare time writing
jokes. This artistic dedication went unappreciated
by his teachers, who called
his parents to school so
often his former classmates still recognize them
on the street.
The homely comic attended both New York
University and City College of New York, but was
quickly kicked out of both
schools.
"I never actually failed a
college course," Allen has
said. "It was always a very
indefinite 'D.'"
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Thrown Out
With Style
Buckminster Fuller
would have been a fifthgeneration Harvard man
had he graduated. But he
soon grew to loathe the
closed ·social systems of

Six Convincing
Examples
That Grades
'Aren't Everything
I.

by LISA GREENBERG
the ivy-covered institution.
Fuller wanted to leave
the university, but with
style. Merely flunking out
or withdrawing would
have been too mundane.
While his classmates
sweated over midyear
exams, Fuller left for New
York with his tuition
money. He attracted the
attention of several Ziegfeld showgirls by sending
champagne and flowers to
their dressing room, and
treated the ladies to a
lavish dinner that far
exceeded the price of
tuition. When word of his
exploits and unpaid bills
reached Harvard, Fuller
was promptly expelled for
"irresponsible conduct."

Easy Essays
Essay exams may have
gotten Washington Post
reporter Carl Bernstein
through high school. He
was a terrible student in
everything but English.
"The only thing I could
do was write," he once
said. "I'd pass the essay
exams and flunk the truefalse."
Bernstein, who broke
the Watergate story along
with Post reporter Bob
Woodward, rated homework low in priority. At 16
he spent all his free time
working as a copyboy in

the Washington Star newsroom, waiting eagerly for
even the smallest writing
assignment to come his
way.

found it meaningless to
memorize facts and grammar rules, so he lagged
behind his classmates in
most subjects. But he was
light-years ahead of them
in math.
After dropping out of
high school, Einstein applied to a technical
university. But he flunked .
the entrance exam, doing
badly in everything but
math. University officials
suggested he attend a less
confining high school
where he could brush up
on other subjects. Upon
graduation from this school,
Einstein was automatically admitted to the
university. ,,,,.._~

·R emedial English
Sir Winston Churchill,
famous for his eloquent
oratory, did not always
have an impressive command of the English
language. The late British
prime minister flunked
grammar in primary school.
He credited his later
mastery of the tongue to
the help of an excellent
remedial English teacher.
Churchill also had trouble passing his army
entrance exam. Aided by a
mathematics "crammer"
(tutor), the late statesman
passed the test on his third
try.

Rebellious Attitude
Albert Einstein hated
high school and was asked
to leave because his
"rebellious attitude" had a
negative effect on other
students.
The independent thinker

A Late Bloomer
Some great thinkers get
off to an early start.
Others, such as business
philosopher Peter Drucker,
are more subtle about
revealing their mental
talents.
Drucker was a painfully
slow learner in primary
school. His third grade
teacher found him especially frustrating and
announced to the class one
day: "Peter Drucker is
both stupid and lazy."
Today, Drucker is a popular lecturer and consultant, as well as the author of
I 0 highly respected books
on business, management
and economics.
He once said he is glad
his frustrated third grade
teacher had to keep him in
class. "Today the same
teacher could move the child
to a slow track," he said.
"Once you are in that slow
track you don't get out."
Lisa Greenberg hasn't
failed anything yet except
her first driving test.
INSIDER
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It's a' happenin'

· Auditions held at Hertz Hall
The Central Music Department will be presenting a concert on
April 16, at 3 p.m. in the Hertz Recital Hall, consisting of conc•ertos
and arias by various composers. The participants in this show
were selected through audition.
The p~rticipants are Tim Roth, pianist; Lisa Lanza, pianist;
Marlene Meyer, pianist; Cindy Evans, bassoon; William Grether,
Jr., trumpet; Celeste Goetschius, soprano vocalist; Kim Schockley,
tenor vocalist; Mark Fox, tenor vocalist; Teresa Browning,
soprano vocalist and Susan Adkins, soprano vocalist.
One judge of the auditions said that, "The quality of everyone
who tried out was very high; trying to pick out the !>est in the
bunch was like trying to pick the shiniest pennies out of a pocketful
of shiny pennies."
The ·central Orchestra will be performh~g at the concert, under
the diree.tion of'several of the inusic department profs on campus.
It should be noted that the date for the concert is tentative and
that any changes that may come up will be announced.

Ifs not a'happenin'
If on-campus dance attendance and get drunk and pay a quarter to
is any indicator, it would appear dance right there in the dorm.
that many students have been
hibernating this winter.
"Several bands brought in this
Attendance at the A.S.C.-spon- quarter may have been oversatursored dances fell off sharply this ated in the campus market. Onyx
quarter necessitating the cancella- and Epicentre have been here
tion of live band dances for the almost every quarter for years and
remainder of the quarter.
years. It gets kind of old. Fall
Several factors are hypothe- Quarter (of 1976) was about the
size<;! as being the cause of time people really started getting
dwindling crowds, and the A.S.C. · into disco. I think people sort of
Dance Chairperson, Sylvia Luc- wore themselves out on discos and
kett, explains what she believes to the disco types of music. I started
be some of those reasons: "One (as A.S.C. Dance Chairperson) last
reason is probably because it's Fall Quarter and planned a couple
· hard to introduce a new band here, dances and they didn't go over. I
and that's what I try to do. It is just feel that my main objective is
hard to introduce new bands to proyide entertainment and I
because people are mostly familiar wish I could ·have afforded
with well-known bands that are (financially) to have brought in
out of our price range.
well-kn,0wn bands that people
"In Fall Quarter, the reason were familiar with."
dances go over so well is usually
Sylvia is optimistic of the future,
because of the freshman atten- however. "There wen 't be any
dance. The average amount of dances next quarter, but there will
turnout in this last Fall Quarter at be some outdoor concerts 'on the
dances was about 600, but it Barto Hall lawn. I'm going to trr to
started to thin out towards the end . get 3 or 4 bands to play for a
of the quarter."
couple hours on Friday afternoons.
Sylvia believes that she did all Instead of the Goofy's band
she could to provide quality playing in the S.U.B. Pit on
dances, yet certain problems came Wednesday afternoon, I'm going
up that were out of her control. to try to get them to play at Barto
"This fall we had problems with . on Tuesday afternoon, if the
the bands as· far as being on time weather is good.
and behavior that didn't help us. n
Sylvia is now focusing her
·norm discos have also presen- attention on other modes of dance
ted a problem in that there has entertainment. "I'm just going to
been too much competition and concentrate on the discos and
Sylvia says that "I think people hopefully get the dorms to
would rather stay in the dorms co-sponsor."

At long last a band that writes,
arranges and performs all of it's
own material has come to our
humble little burg. Even though it
usually takes several listenings to
adequately ingest previously unheard musical material, there wa!l
plenty of good music to hold one's
attention. The band was called
Bridges, and they showed a fine
ability to play in a variety of styles
(reggae, jazz-rock, and funK).
Bridges' music was commercial
enough to stand up in a dance
situation as well as being musically
interesting enough to please a
strictly listening audience.
I think what I liked best about
them was their ability to be-bop
along on a fairly traditional riff and
then pull out a completely
-unexpected and unpredictable ·
passage that made me realize that
I wasn't listening to just any
run-of-the-mill group.
The six members of Bridges
worked well as a band; there
weren't just six people doing their
thing, but a tight single unit that's
obviously put some time into
rehearsal. All of their instrumentation was well blended; no one
instrument overrode any of the
others. The band's vocal work was
professional as any band holding
national prominence doing a
similar type of music.
The term "professional" probably sums up the band as well as
any. Bridges constantly maintained · a good rapport with their
audiences as well as a good stage
presence; no jive, just music.
Need I tell-you what band was in

town last week, which has a
guitarist that wears a T-shirt with
a tuxedo printed on it, a bassist
with a coons' tail hanging off the ·
end of the bass and a drummer
who calls himself "The Buzzard"?
Well, if I do, then you've probably
never experienced Lucky Pierre.
Despite the fact that heterosexuals can't figure out what's so lucky
about a "lucky Pierre", Lucky
Pierre is the most outrageous
three-piece band in this neck of the
woods. When 'L.P. plays, people.
listen. And boogie and scream a
lot and otherwise get fired up.
Lucky Pierre dabbles in songs
from Hank Williams to the

Yardbirds and from Jimi Hendrix
to Marshall Tucker. L.P. only
played one night last week, but
they'll be back next month to play
a little longer.
One of E-burg's newer bands
played last week.
Knotts, a
four-piece band, is a little rough
around the edges as yet, but they
do show some potential. I wasn't
much into their version of "Okie
From Muskoggee", but any band
that plays Old Fleetwood Mac
(before they went trendy) and Z'/.!s
"Jesus Just Left Chicago," has my
whole-hearted support.

Soup 'n Strauss
proves a success
Tuesday, February 7, the
Ruth Harrington Scholarship
Fund, in conjunction with the
Central Chamber Orchestra, presented the Pops Concert.
This annuaJevent isorganized to
raise money for college scholarships.
The concert evening
consisted of music performed by
the Central Chamber Orchestra,
and a light meal of soup, bread and
wine provided by members of the
community. The music was of the
light classical variety featuring the
work of Von Suppe and Johann
Strauss, including the ""Emperor
Waltz" and "Tales of the Vienna
Woods."
Attendance was excellent and
the S.U.B. ca~t~i~Y!as frned to

drawback was that the music
lasted for just one hour. As one
patron put it, "There was more
soup than Strauss". In spite of
this, the evening was light and
entertaining and considered by
most to have been a pleasant
success.
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Sports Bits
Believe it or not, the track season has begun. The Cats' women's
team traveled to Huskyville last Sunday to compete in the first
indoor track meet of the new season.
Jan Boyungs, coach of this year's women's squad, says the
reason for the indoor season is to "get into shape and use it for
motivation. It's going to tell me where we are."
"We should be fairly solid in most events," she noted, "but I
think we will lack depth this year."
For this reason, Coach Boyungs has termed this year to be a
rebuilding year for the cinder-women.- The expected strengths of
the women tracksters will be in the discus, quarter and half-mile,
long-distance running and the pentathlon, according to Boyungs.
The Wildcats' pentathlon competitors will be Nancy Watchie
and Karen Schillinger.
"Nancy is a lot stronger that she ever has been," Boyungs said.
"She will be a true contender." Schillinger is a member of Central's
basketball team and is not vet turnin2" out.
A strong component of last year's team, Cindy Pottle, will be
returning from her high finish in nationals last year as a freshman.
Pottle.holds the school records in the discus (148-10) and the shot~
put (41-10 1/4) and will be looking to break these records tliis yea-r.
She has spent a great deal of the off-season developing better
techniques.
Another school record-holder will also be returning. The
400-meter specialist, Leanne Makin, owns the best time in that
event at 65.5~
quickness is also part of the winning
combinations on two record-holding relay teams at Central.
The long-distance events are in the sure hands of capable
Cross-country runner, Amilia Redhorn. In the shorter distances.
Central will rely on Kathy Moulijn and Lori Bailey. Both are
specialists in the half-mile.
The weakest spots on the team, according to Coach Boyungs,
will be in the sprints.

Her

******************************
Carl Whitfield who has been playing steady ball throughout this
season, has finally found himself at the top slot in scoring in the
Evergreen Conference. In the official statistics, released February
8, Whitfield was a scant .2 points a game better than O.C.E.'s Kep
~rchambault, who had owned the Number One spot from the
beginning of the season.
While Whitfield is at the top of the league with a 19.5 average
(prior to the St. ~fartin~ O.C.E: and Alaska-Fairbanks games),
Alphonso Roberts is agam startmg to rise back up tne scormg
column after slumping with a bruised knee earlier this year.
Roberts is twelfth on the list with an 11.6 mark per game.
Tom Powers, who also was out for the duration, with a wrist and
thumb injur:r, is second in the league, assist-wise, with an average
of 4.1 a contest. A new member to this category is another guard
for the up and coming Cats, David Berry. Berry has been shelling
out 3 helpings a game to put him at ninth in the league ..
The other starter for the Cats on the stat sheet is Randy Sheriff.
fhe 6'6 1/z" senior center for the team is currently eleventh in
.rebounding, muscling 6.3 caroms each time the Wildcats are on
the playing floor.
As a team, the Cats had started the season near the bottom of
the league in defense. Through the recent domination of easv
opponents as well as a huge portion of hustling defense, th~
Central hoopsters have moved up. near the top, bested only by
Eastern Washington. The Cats are giving up a stingy 68.9 points a
game, a point and a half more than the Screaming Eagles.
On offense, a specialty for our high-scoring five, the Cats are
second only to S.O.S.C. The Nicholson-coached roundballers are
pouring in an average of 78.5 beans a game. Southern Oregon is
tops with 81.8.
· All of these statistics were' released prior to the three games
mentioned above.

Wildcats tested ...
Everybody put a mark on your and is gaining his confidence back
calendar · to remind you of the after suffering a bruised knee
significance of tomorrow. Tomor- earlier in the season that held him
-row night holds a special place in out of many Wildcats' contests.
Coach Dean Nicholson is also
the hearts of Wildcat basketball
fans. The event that is becoming enjoying great play out of Gregg
an annual affair for Central Arlt, Chris Olsen and Randy
students is the arrival of the Sheriff. Each has had a hand in
Screaming Eagles from Eastern sparking the Cats during recent
Washington University. They are contests.
coming to Nicholson Pavilion for a
Eastern is- ranked first in team
game of monumental importance defense after the Wildcats had
for both clubs that could conciev- held that distinction for most of
ably turn out to be more than your the season. The Cats are second
average basketball game. If but are a notch better (2nd) than
previous years are any indication Eastern (3) in team offense.
The game shapes up as a classic
of the kind of action that is going
to take place on the court (as well and fans should plan on getting out
as off) then tomorrow night is early to get good seats. Many
should remember the throngs of
going to be a real barn burner.
The Wildcats are out · for people that flocked to Nicholson
revenge against the Eagles. Pavilion last year to witness the
Earlier this season the Eagles event.
For those fans who do get there
handed the Cats one of their two
league losses. The Cats have a little early, there will be more
already gained revenge from the basketball as the Tom Enslin
squad that handed them the other coached Junior Varsity t~k~s on
loss, the Vikings from Western.
Eastern's Junior Varsity squad.
Eastern comes into tomorrow That contest gets underway at
night's contest in first place in 5:15 p.m.
both district as well as league play.
They have a 17-4 overall record
and a 8-1 mark in E.V.C.O. action.
Behind the scoring punch of Carl
The Cats trail them by only a slim
one-game margin with a 6-2 mark Whitfield and the muscling power
of leading rebounder Gregg Arlt,
in league.
Eastern has compiled a 28-game the Central Wildcats put their
home court winning streak at the sixth conference win in the books
Special Events Pavilion in Cheney 'by trimming the Oregon College of
and have concluded their regular Education Wolves, 67-63.
Whitfield, who broke into the
season action there.
The Wildcats are putting their top conference position in scoring,
own 21-game home court streak on bucketed 9 field goals and three
the line that dates back to an early charity tosses to lead the Cats
season loss last year to Puget with 21 points. The California
transfer had been averaging over
Sound University.
The Eagles are led by Senior 19 points a game before this
co-captain Paul Hungenburg. week's action against O.C.E. and
'Hungy', as the students call him, Alaska-Fairbanks.
Arlt grabbed his highest numis in his fourth year in the Eastern
basketball program. He is current- ber of caroms this season by
ly in third place in scoring (19.1) fo coming down with nine missed
the E.V.C~O. and also ranks high in shots. Arlt also ended up in double
assists. Eagle eoach Jerry Krause figures, second only to Whitfield,
feels that Hungenburg is the most with 12 points. The other Cat in
complete player that he has ever double figures was Chris Olsen
with an even ten.
coached.
The player that Whitfield has
Eugene Glenn is the Eagles'
other co-captain and is also dethroned in the scoring leaderaveraging in double figures for the ship is Kip Archambault, a
Eagles scoring at better than 13 starting forward for the Wolves.
points per game. Glenn is also The Cats' tenacious defense held
currently fifth in the league in the offensive-minded Archambault
to 14 points-six below · his
rebounding (7.4).
Wildcat guard/forward Carl average-and five rebounds. The
Whitfield is currently first in leading scorer for the Wolves
scoring, averaging almost 20 was Al Anderson.
After being up by as much as
points per game and is coming off
of a 25-point effort against Alaska- ten with eight minutes left in the
contest, Coach Nicholson told his
Fairbanks.
Al Roberts is still averaging troops to go into a four-corner stall
to drain what time there was left.
~etter than 11 points per contest

... whip O.C.E.

The Wolves then began to inch
their way back into the game until
they found themselves down by
only two with little time left in the
game.
Then with the pressure on the
Cats to put the game away before
the momentum carried the Wolves
into the lead, guard Tom Powers
went to the free-throw line on two
different occasions for a possible
four points. Powers withstood the
pressure and hit the cords for all
four.

.. .dump Alaska
The Nanooks from the University of Alaska-Fairbanks visited
Nicholson Pavilion Monday night
but found the confines a little
warmer than they're used to and
left Ellensburg on the short end of
a 91-61 score.
The game shaped up as a good
one as the Nanooks came into the
contest winning 16 of their past 19
ball games. Alaska entered the
game in fourth place in the district
playoff race, trailing Central's
third-place standing. The Cats
trail Eastern Washington and are
just a shade behind Pacific
Lutheran University in the district race.
The contest was never in doubt
for the Cats as they scored the
first five points before Alaska
could become untracked.
The closest the Nanooks could
come after that was four points
with the Cats holding a 19-15 edge.
But a tip-in by Tom Powers, a
baseline jumper form Steve
Thorsen and two jumpers fro~
Carl Whitfield pushed the Cats'
lead to 12 and that spurt spelled
doom for the Nanooks.
Whitfield led the Cats in scoring
with 25 point~, 19 ~f those coming
in the first half of action.
Chris Olsen, who turned in an
outstanding performance, pumped
in 16 points to match the output of
Gregg Arlt's. Twelve Wildcats
reached the scoring column for
coach Dean Nicholson who was
able to make liberal use of his
entire bench.
Dick Rockwood, leading scorer
for the Nanooks averaging over 22
points per game, led Alaska with
17 points followed by Tim Burgess'
14 and Andy Euler's 10. The
Nanooks only had three players
score in the first half.
The Wildcats shot 45 percent for
the contest compared with
Alaska's 40 percent. Both teams
hit on nine free throws, t-he
Wildcats on 12 attempts and the
Nanooks on 14.
The Wildcats also held a
massive edge in rebounding,
pulling down 59 for the night. the
Alaskans could manage only 36.
Powers also contributed six
assists to the Wildcats' cause.
MEN WIN AT HOME

******************************

.
The biggest gamP of the season is going to begin at 7:30 this
- Friday night in the Pavilion, wheri the Cats take on Eastern
Washington in what could turn out to be the title bout. The Birds
are coming into the game with a couple of their own players
averaging in the double figures, topped by Paul Hungenberg at
19.1. Both teams are neck and neck in virtually all the statistics, so
it ought to be a barnburner. The seats are going to go fast, so if you
expect to watch the game-of-the-year live, expect to get there
earlier than usual.
W~th all the Cats near full-strength, a healt~y proposition not
possible when the Cats were entertained in Cheney. I expect the
Cats will come out on top at the buzzer.
In fact, my Ouija Board gave the game to the Cats-87-72. And
who can argue with The Parker Brothers?

Paperback books, new and used.
Imported teas and coffees.
Gifts, cards, prints & handicrafted items

10-6 M-F, ~-4 Sat.

204 E. 4th

The mens' varsity swimming
team hosted Pacific Lutheran at
Nicholson Pavilion last Thursday
and waved goodbye to the Lutes
as they left with a loss, suffered at
the hands of the Central Cats,
51-40.
Winners for the Wetcats were
Chris Henry (1,000-free), Mike
Watts (50 free), Craig Weishaar
(200 I.M.), Jim Schmahl (100
breaststroke), and the 400-yard
freestyle relay team consisting of
Eric Tracy, Craig Benson, Jeff
Lassersohn and Weishaar.
Second-place finishers for the
team were Scott Shake (200
free), Roger Coburn, Jim Orr (500
free) and Jim Johnston (200
backstroke).
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Coppinger 'adjusts' to conipetition
BY GREG KULCZYK

"I liked the good program," said
Coppinger. "Central is centrally
Next time a Central wrestling located and Sanford is from my
match is being held, make sure to home town/' he added.
_
get there early. Watching promisJoe Sanford, a 150-pound Junior
ing freshman .Ron Coppinger, firsi is also from Port Orchard.
man up for Central's national
"Joe talked to me about going to
contending squad, is worth it. Central," continued Coppinger.
Don't be fooled by the 7-9 record of "Joe and Coach Beardsley's record
this first year 118-pounder. Ron's helped me make my decision." ·
getting better all the time.
Sanford also helps the freshman
Less than a y~a,r ago, Ron was gain valuable college experience.
the holder of the State AAA title. "Sanford helps me a lot," says
The then 115-pound matman had a Coppinger. "After a match we
28-1 record, his only loss against would go over what I did right and
the guy he beat in the state finals. what I did wrong. Mitchell (Dave)
Ron first started wrestling in helps me a lot too.''
ninth grade at Port Orchard. As a
Ron almost didn't come to
South Kitsap High School soph., Central. "I was debating because
Ron. wrestled on the J.V. team there is only one coach," he stated.
_behind the Number Three man in "Other ~chools had a couple of
State that year. Fifth-in-State coaches.''
highlighted tne Junior year for the
But Ron is glad he did. "Coach
108-pounder. Only first place as a Beardsley is a very good coach and
115-pound SenJor could top off his the road trips are a lot of fun,"
last year.
added Coppinger.
One may ask how Ron became
"Ron is a hard worker," says
interested in wrestling at Central. Beardsley of his freshman. "He
After feelers from Nevada-Los had to make a big adjustment. We
Vegas, Washington, Eastern, wrestle the best teams on the
Washington State and assorted· coast and good competition is
· community colleges, Coppinger always tough on first-year wrestchose Central for many reasons.
lers."

....-----Carl Whitfield------

Cat of the Week
After leading the team for the
whole season in scoring and finally
breaking into the top slot in the
conference scoring race, Carl
Whitfield has been awarded this
week's "Wildcat of the Week"
award.
For his efforts, Whitfield will
receive a handsome wooden
plaque with his picture and stats
inscripted on, courtesy of Buttons
Jewelers in downtown Ellensburg.
Whitfield transferred to Central
last Winter Quarter, just barely in ·
time to be eligible for Wildcat
action this season.
·
And what a break it has been for
Central that he did make it in·time.
He started the season off with
26 points against a tough Alumni
that featured ex-All-American
Dave Allen and most of last year's
National Tourney-tested seniors.
The varsity squeaked by the
graduates in that season opener,
75-74.
From there on, Whitfield has
been swishing the nets with his
patented 20-foot jumper for an
average of over nineteen points a
game.
Up until last week he had been

** ***

hovering around third place in the
conference standings in scoring,
behind Paul Hungengurg of
Eastern Washington, and the
leader, Kip Archambault of O.C.E.
Pumping in 116 points in the last
six encounters thru.s t Whitfield
into the Number One position.
It's just not his points though
that make Whitfield the valuable
asset he is to the Cats' chances of
repeating as District Champions.
He's second only to Randy
Sheriff in rebounds per game, with
an average of 4. 7. In assists, a
duty of all responsible and
team-oriented basketball players,
Whitfield is third, behind Tom
Powers and David Berry, with 42
prior to the Alaska game. ·
From the charity stripe, he's
hitting 61 percent of his tosses
while scoring 46 percent of his
shots from the floor.
Whitfield has led the team in
scoring 16 out of the 22 games the
Cats have played this year.
He's also led the team in
rebounding four times.
As a versatile basketball athlete, it's hard to beat the top-notch
talents of_Central's Carl Whitfield.

"The good competition will help
Ron," continued Beardsley. "He
has adjusted fast and he still has ·
three years left to continue to get
better."
Coppinger started out this year
on the second team, not breaking
into the lineup until the Puget
Sound match at 126 pounds. Two
matches later, Ron wrestled his
first match at 118, losing 10-3
against British Columbia.
"My wrestling has not been as
good·as I think it should be," said
Coppinger. "I have wrestled good
in about half of my matches."
Ron stressed the longer periods
and bigger, more ~!1ysical opponents as part ~~ nis problem.
"The •:. 1·estlers all know their
~stuf: and you_ can't get away with
anything," said Ron. "This has
been my adjustment year."
Ron hopes next year will prove
better when he won't have to cut
(lose) so much weight. Coppinger
would like to move up eight
pounds to 126, the weight . he
started the season at.
If there is one word that Coach
Beardsley can say about Coppinger, it would be impressive. "Ron.
has been impressive for a
freshman in terms of his attitude
and desire to achieve a good
effort," says Beardsley and adds,
"with three years left, Ron can
become a fine wrestler.''
Remember Beardsley's words.
With hard work and continued
good coaching, Ron will be a
wrestler to contend with for three
more years.

******************~
Corrine is now
available for
appointments

on a limited
basis.

**

**
*
**
**
**
*·
**
***

i

Open Tues., Wed.
& Thurs. til 10 p.m.;
On Stage Makeup
Applications by appointment

*

925-HAIR
707 N. Main

THE HP· 19C/29C OFFER.
Buy an HP-19C or HP-29C between
Febn•ary 1 and March 31, 1978, fill out
the software coupon available from your
dealer, mail to Hewlett-Packard and
receive your choice of any five HP-19C/
29C Solutions Books (worth $37.5()*)
FREE from. Hewlett·Packard! (Allow six
weeks for delivery).

THE HP·67 /97 OFFER.
Or buy an HP-67 or HP-97 between
February 1 and March 31, 1978. Fill out
the software coupon
available from your
dealer, mail to
Hewlett·Pack·
ard and re·
ceive your
choice of any
five

..

I

· User's Library Solutions Books (worth $5()*), any one
Applications Pac (worth $)5•), plus 40 blank mag·
net cards (worth $20*). A total software offer worth
.$105* FREE from Hewlett-Packard. (Allow six weeks
for delivery.)
ACT NOW ON THIS

FREE SOFTWARE
OFFERI
HP-67 /97 Users' Ubrary Solutions Books:
ENGINEERING: Antennas; Butterworth & Chebyshev Filters;
Thermal & Transport Sciences; EE (Lab); Industrial
Engineering: Aeronautical Engineering; Beams & Columns;
Control Systems. PHYSICAL/LIFE SCIENCES: Chemistiy;
Optics; Physics; Earth Sciences; Energy Conservation; Space
Science; Forestiy; Biology. BUSINESS: Options/ Technical
Stock Analysis; Portfolio Management/Bonds & Notes; Real
Estate Investments; Taxes; Home Construction Estimating;
Marketing/Sale$; Home Management; Small Business.
COMPUTATION: High-Level Math; Test·Statistics; Geometiy;
Reliability/Quality Assurance. MEDICAL: Medical
Practitioner; Anesthesia; Cardiac; · Pulmonary. OTHER:
Games; Games of Chance; Aircraft Operation; Avigation;
Calendars; Photo Dark Room; COGO/ Surveying/ Astrology.

HP-67 /97 Prerecorded AppllcaUons Pacs:
(Each contains over 6,000 stored keystrokes)
Electrical Engineering; Business Decisions Pac; Mec~anical
Pac I; Civil Engineering Pac; Stat Pac I; Math Pac I; Surveying
Pac I; Clinical Lab & Nuclear Medicine Pac; Navigation Pac.
New HP-19C/29C Solutions books:
Mathematics; Statistics; Finance; Electrical Engineering;
Surveying; Games; Navigation; Civil Engineering; Mechanical
Engineering; Engineering for Students.
•suggested retail price excluding applicable state and local taxes-Continental
U.SA, .Alaska & Hawaii. Void where prohibited by law, regulation or otherwise.

. ;*
;

*

NOW AT

!
!

i-fEADHUNTERi
.
*
HAIR CARE STUDIO

Hewlett-Packard announces another
great reason for buying an advanced
Hewlett-Packard programmable: A Free
Software Offer.

RON COPPINGl:K

;

**********************************

A., IJ~ur "Advanced Campus Electronics" Center
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Ailing wrestle~s still gain split
match was 22-0, just too much to Central's points came in three
· weights. Two of the wins were
make up.
I've got good news and bad
Bill Linthicum gave Central its pins by Bledsoe (his eighth, a new
news. First, the bad news-a sick
first six with a pin after four school record) and Mike Wilson!s
and inexperienced Central wrest· minutes and Pat Kelly made it two at 1:37 to go along with a 29-4
wipeout registered by Bill Linthiling squad lost to Eastern,
in a row, beating his man 15-5.
Thursday, 28-19. A match closer
Craig Dwight, a red shirt cum.
Other highljghts include: Copthan the score indicates. Now the
sophomore wrestled in his first
good .n ews-that same green,
dual match this year. Dwight held pinger' s 5-0 win, Sanford's 8-0 win .
virus-ridden team blew out Simon
on as long as he could but was and Lester Bushnell's first win as a
Fraser 36-9. A match not as close
pinned at 6:04 by a fine Eastern Wildcat, a 5-3 decision.
Instead of going home for the
as the score indicates.
grappler.
All last week, Central's fine
Kurt Bledsoe and Mike Wilson three-day weekend, this Saturwrestling .team was keyed up for
cpllected nine points in the last day's activities might be worth
two matches to make the final hanging around for. All day is
Eastern but they didn't count on
score 28-19. Bledsoe won by a pin, Central's great Invitational Wrestthe BUG, as two top line wrestlers
his seventh of the season that tied ling Tournament. Top that off with
came down with a bug that kept
the roundballers' game Saturday
them sidelined for their highly
a school record.
important match against th~
Of Bledsoe's record, Coach night vs. Eastern Oregon (plus
Eagles. Tony Ledbetter's staff
Beardsley said, "Kurt · dia a fine Friday's BIG basketball game vs.
infection and Dave Mitchell's virus
job. At first I didn't think he would Eastern Washington) and it's a
might have spelled the difference.
get the pin. It would have been great weekend of sports for
harder against O.S.U., so I'm glad Central.
Number four in N.A.I.A. standCoach Beardsley feels the
he got it now."
ings, Eastern started fast and
never looked back, taking the first
Simon Fraser showed (Friday) tournament · will be a good
why it's not ranked in the N.A.I.A. indication of it the team is ready
two weights with a combined 40-12
score. That's a quick ten points. At
standings. Central lost only two of for the Nationals.
"If we are strong in the
woooooo<1ooooaoo111101111--0011caaaoooaoaa•1 ten matches as almost half of
BY GREG KULCZYK

118, Ron Coppinger lost 16-4 to the
defending third-place finisher in
last year's Nationals.
"Ron just made too many
mistakes," said Coach Eric Beardsley of his 118-pounder. "Foss
(Eastern wrestler) is wrestling
well, he's hard to beat."
Lester Bushnell, a freshman like
Coppinger, wrestled his first dual
match for Central in the 126-pound
division. Subtract Coppinger's 16-4
loss from the 40-12 total to get
Bushnell's wide margin of defeat.
Eastern also won the next three
weights as the home team
captured the first five bouts.
Art Green (142) and Joe Sanford
(150) both lost by 4-2 scores. One
might have thought he was seeing
instant replay on the CBS Sports
Spectacular. Both wrestlers lost in
the final period after being tied
two-up. Both were beaten by
takedowns at the half-minute
mark.
The score at the middle of the

tournament we should be strong in
Nationals," said the Coach. "The
team is coming along well and the
conditioning looked good last
weekend," Beardsley added.
University of Washington is
considered the favorite Saturday
with second a .virtual tossup. The
squad's health will determine
where Central will finish. Mitchell
will begin workouts this week
after his layoff.
"It's up to him," said Beardsley.
"Mitchell knows what he can or
can't do. If he's recovered he
should do well in our tournament."
Ledbetter is expected to recover by Saturday's important meet.
First-round action starts · at 10
a.m. Saturday with the semi-finals
at 11:30. Championship wrestling
starts at four that afternoon.
After Saturday, there -is -only
one match remaining (vs. O.S.U.
on February 25). So, stick around
and see some great wrestling,
mother can be visited anytime.

NOW--- IHall pilots Wildcats
As a softball player, her team
from Yakima (High Country)
·. "The only team that may get in played in the national tournament
the way of our's going to Nationals held each year at the end of the.
summer.
could be Seattle University."
She attributes a lot of her
One of the major reasons ..the
Wildcat women's basketball team athletic ability to her large family.
even has a chance for going to She is one of two girls in the
Nationals is the woman who madl family, along with six boys. One of
·the above statement, Colleen Hall. her older brothers played on the
Hall feels the Cat squad can school varsity the year the team
defeat the Chieftans the next time took the state title.
Hall hopes to go into teaching
the two clubs meet. The first time
en,ded up in a close 65-64 defeat for P.E. as well as health education at
the Cats at Nicholson Pavilion that a 'small school when she graduates.
ended their winning streak at She wants to teach at a sm.aller
school ~here she can_start her .~wn
twelve.
The Zillah product is starting
forward for Coach Pursers' league
champions. Hall helped guide the
team to their current status with a
13 point average, that has come
Central men's track coach Spike
from being one of the better
percentage shooters on the team Arlt took only a partial team with
him to last Sunday's University of
this year.
Being on winning teams has Washington Indoor Invitational.
Other teams that competed
become a hobby of the senior
physical education major. As a included the University of Pug~t
senior at Zillah, Hall led her Sound, Pacific Lutheran, We~tern
basketball team to the state title in Washington and several of the
the A-B leagues. As a varsity state community colleges.
"We use the indoor season for
volleyball pfayer, she was on the
team that took fourth in regionals additional traini~g," Coach Arlt
this year. Her smashing serves said. "It helps us get ready for tl)e
were one of the major assets on spring, but the indoor season has
the netters' quest for supremacy. not been a high priority for us in
the past."
Arlt is optimistic about the
team's chances this spring.
"On paper we've got some
talent, but we're not very deep,"
he noted, "but we're slowly
gaining on some talent.
Three key additions to the team
BY LAURIE VALDERHAUG

Thursday &Friday

-BONG SHOW--

$20 Each Night

a

Track team tunes-up

10-12 p.nt.
Ladies night Wec;lnesday
.

Dance til l :30

at

THE CROSSR.O ADS

ooooooaa·o - -

-WA1'1TED The opportunity
to serve you
*Farm Fresh 2% milk 67c 112 gal.
*Farm Fresh Grade A 66c 112 gal. ·
*Past/Homo Milk ~7c 112 gal.
Food
coupons
accepted

Winagar's

women's program and be able to
see it grow.·
The 5'8" forward feels the team
is lucky to have Dorothy Purser as
their head coach. "She asks a great
deal of us," Hall says, "but then
'she accomplishes a great deal. She
is a very good coach."
Hall is just one of the five
regular varsity that has given
women's basketball an air of
respect from the rest of their
league. The other four on the court
at the beginning of the game are:
Mary Fryer, Carleen States,
Cheryl Mercier and Christy
Williams.

IRllE II

are still playing varsity basketball
and will not turn out until March.
The three are high jumper Greg
Arlt (Spike's nephew), triple
jumper Wayne Floyd and the
versatile Gary Hollins, who Spike
termed as a one-man track team.
The Wildcats also have two
N.A.I.A. National-meet competitors back from last year, Mitch
Ringe and Henry Midles. All- ·
American cross-country runner
Toby Suhm and Mark Brown will
add strength to the distance
events.
Co-captain Dean Erikson competed Sunday at the U.W. in the
hurdles.
·
Following Sunday's meet, the
Wildcats are entered in . the
University of Idaho Indoor meet,
slated for February 18.

~ · Windbreak

Cafe

Homestyle cooking is our
speciality
We offer good prices
A good meal away from home.
For a_. mid-week pick ·up, fry our
Chick~n Fried Steak $3.25
fresh gravies

1 ~_,. ._...,. . .._._8 and roasts

every day ..

602W.8th
962-9946

•
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SWIMMERS, . TAKE YOUR MARKS-Ready to explode off the starting blocks for the 50-yard
freestyle, six competitors .await the crack of the pist~I.

PERFECT FORM-Jon Fobes, composes himself for a dive off the
one-meter board. Jon, a sophomore from Puyallup, is the lone
Central men's diver.
·

The swimming women were
winning last weekend having a
field day, sloshing and splashing
their way to a total of six team
victories over a two-day period.
On Friday, the Cats entertained
the likes of Eastern, Whitman,
Whitworth and Highline Community College. Wins for the home
team became habit as eight
blue-ribbon pe'rformances were
swum by the psyched-up crew.
Starting things off, the 200-yard
medley relay team took first with
a time of just over two minutes.
Ann Trezise picked off a pair of
first places with wins in the 200
free and the 500 free. She also
played a part in .the winning
200-yard freestroke relay team
alo.n g with Phyllis White, Denise
Long and Karen White.
Wanda Smith led the way in the
100-yard butterfly with a final
time of 1:06.l, followed by Denise
Long's victory in the 100 freestyle.
The White sister-in-laws each
picked up a win; Phyllis in the
10" backstroke and Karen in the
ll>v breaststroke.
Final team scores in the Friday
meet were; C.W.U. drubbing
Eastern 77-22; C.W.U. swamping
Highline 84-39; C.W.U. outstroking Whitman 72-55 and C. W. U.
simply drowning Whitman 81-18.

The next day was not quite as
easy for the women, but their
superior ability prevailed and gave
them two more wins on Saturday
over U.P.S. and W.S.U.
Again the medley team touched
first to keep their win streak
going. After that, several best
times were recorded by an
abundance of women swimmers
turning out for the Wildcats. Ann
Trezise not only won the 1,000yard freestyle, but she qualified
for Nationals in the 1,650-yard
free, with a tremendous time of
19:24. She went for the hat trick
with a win in a 500 free to tap off
her productive weekend.
Karen White ended the day with
two wins herself, one in the 100
breaststroke and the other in the
200 breaststroke. Phyllis White
set a new school mark in the 200 ·
backstroke with a time of 2:25 to
go with her win in the 100
backstroke.
Kathy Burns aced the 200-yard
Individual Medley and the night
ended with yet another Cat
leading the rest of the tankers to
the finish. This time it was Wanda .
Smith-winning the 200-yard butterfly.
Final team scores showed the
cats dominating the Cougars, 78-53
and destroying the Loggers of
U.P.S., 80-55.

BUSHED--Competition takes its toll of swimmers. Resting up for the next event is
Claudia Kelley, a freshman swimmer from Central.
.

Text by Laurie Valderhaug
Photos by George May
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Wonien cl,i nch chanipionship
~

BY LAURIE VALDERHAUG

The women's basketball team
has become the first team this
quarter for Central to clinch a
League championship.
The honor became theirs last
Friday night when the Cats took
on and overtook the Eastern
Washington Eagles at Cheney, by
a bucket, 68-66.
The gaine was as close as the

final' score indicates. It was even
closer at the halfway mark as both
teams went into the locker rooms
in a 37-37 deadlock.
At the outset of the final half of
action, neither team could develop
a large enough lead to become
relaxed with. The lead wavered
for both teams, with both the Cats
and the Birds owning 7 points
margins. throughout the secona
pe_riod.

WOMEN. ,
YOU'RE
EQUAL IN
·THE AIR
'FORCE.
Women start out on the same footing as men in Air Force
ROTC. Women wear the same insignia and hold the same
cadet positions in AFRbTC. just as they do later on as Air
Force officers.
And the same AFROTC scholarship can be yours as a
woman. If vou qualify. you can have your tuition . book costs
and lab fees paid by the Air Force. and receive $100 a month
for other expenses. It helps free you to concentrate on your
·
education . And that's important.
As an Air Force officer. you'll be expected to use your train
ing and education. and be a leader managing people and
complex systems. You'll he handed executive responsibility
starting with your first job.
Ifs a great way t0 be equal. and a great way to serve your
country . Check into the AFROTC program at your campus.
Be sure to ask about AFROTC scholarships - you ma y be
helping vourself earn an exciting new lifestvle.

CONTACT MAJOR GRAY at 963· 2·3 14

BOTC

With only four minutes remaining and the Eagles owning their
seven-point lead 'at that time, the
Cats went into a tough half-court
zone express and converted
several Eastern turnovers · from
that press into buckets.
The Eastern c1ub came into the
game figuring if they could keep
Mary Fryer from taking too many
shots, then they could go home
that night with a victory. What the
Eagles failed to do ·was hold the
rest of the Cats from picking up
the slack. Christy Williams was
the most instrumental as she
dropped in 21 points to lead the
winning attack. Backing her effort
was freshman Leslie Scott with 13
points. Cheryl Mercier was second
on the team with 11, followed by
the oft-timed doubled-teamed
Mary Fryer who hit the nets for
ten 'points.
With the win, the Cats raised
their league record to 5-0, which
clinched the Eastern Four League
cbampionship. With the cham_pions hip under their belts, the
Women Cats earned an automatic
berth in the Northwest Women's
Small College tournament, to be
held in Spokane this March.

Central vs Eastern
On Friday, February 17:
Central vs. Eastern. Sudents are
encouraged to delay their threeday weekend and come out and·
root their Wildcats on towards
another important win against .
rival E.W.U.
..__ _ _ _ _~_ __..._ __.

Gateway to a great way of life.

WHAT GOES UP-Cristi Williams, Junior guard from Puyallup, goes up
for two points in recent action. Cristi Is a starting member of this
season's championship women;• basketball team. A recent victory over
Eastern Washington University clinched the championship for Dorothy
Purser's Wiidcats.
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Tenochtitlan, Inc.
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Mexico .Spring Quarter
Earn College Credit

Take a Mexico sun-study break in Morelia, a colonial
high on the sunny central plateau, or ~n Mazatlan, city of
* niagnificen_t b.eac~es on the Pacific Coast! lnstituto Cultural ·
*Tenochtitlan in cooperation with Western ·Wash _
i ngton
*University in Bellingham and ·eastern Washington. University
lt in Cheney, offer a comprehensive schedule of courses in
. ~Spanish, Social Sciences and fine and applied arts.

*

Fees under $600 · i~clude room and board with a Mexiq:m
*family, local excursions, including Patzcuaro, Paracho, Santa
>fclara del Cobre, Tzintzunzan and others, and, if you are going
lt to Morelia, we will meet you in Mexico City, pay your hotel
and provide your transportation to Morella. We will
*even show you · around. Mexico Cityand .Teotihuacan. For a
.~descriptive brochure, contact: Foreign Study Office, 202
*Peterson Hall, telephone 963-3.6 12 a l~J. at (206) 783-2262,
7716 Greenwood Ave., N., Seattle, Wa. 98103. .
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The ensem.b le gathers for the happy finale of' GuYS AND DOLLS.
Adelaide gets Na~han and Sarah snares Sky. The production has been in

rehearsal since the beginning of January.

Three crapshooters-Nicely·Nicely Johnson (Tim Dieter), Liverlips Louie
(David Towe) and Nathan Detroit (Richard Drake}, discuss plans to get
money for the oldest established permanent floating crap game In New
York.

BY MARY ZUMBRUNNE~
The Hot Box Farmerettes-lisa Hartshorn and
Bernadette Mungia serenade about llfe on the
farm • .

'Guys and Dolls'
opens tonight

I

For those who like the old songs and find among their favorites
such standards as, "I Love You a Bushel and a Peck", "L~k Be a
Lady Tonight" an~ "Sit Down You're Rockin' the Boat", Central's
Drama Department has just the show. Opening at B p.m. tonight,
in McConnell Auditorium and running from February 17 & 18 ·
through the 23, 24 & 25, will be the Broadway musical Guys _and
Dolls.
A total of 70 Central students have participated in this
production. These students come from all areas of the college with
some being music students, some from the Physical Education
department and others from the Drama Department. The actors,
singers and dancers will perform with a full pit orchestra of music
students under the directfon of A. Bert Christianson, Central's
band directo;r and professor of music. The singers and dancers are
under the direction of Lana Jo Sharpe, instructor for the Physical
Education department and John DeMerchant, associate professor
of music. Contributions from the Drama department are being
made by tee show's Production Director, Dr. Milo Smith,
professor and chairman of the Drama department. Set designer
and technical director for the show is Dee Torrey, assistant
professor of Drama.
Guys and Dolls, based on Damon Runyon's stories of people he
met in the Bowery of New York, was adapted by George Kaufman,
Abe Burrows and Jo Swerling. The music and lyrics were written
by Frank Loesser.
Guys and Dolls revolves around the love stories of a Salvation
Army sergeant, Sarah Brown and her gangster love interest, Sky
Masterson; also of the 14-year-old engagement of AdelaidP. anti
Nathan Detroit. The characters' life in th.e mission and in the
Bowery night clubs are the scene settings for the play.
The main characters in the play are portrayed by Clayton
Doherty of Greatfalls, Montana, as Sky Masterson, Teri Reopelle
of Tacoma, as Sergeant Sarah Brown, Tim Dieter of Portland,
Oregon, as Nicely-Nicely, Kandy Barker, of Bellevue as Adelaide
and Richard Drake of Hepner, Oregon, as Nathan Detroit.
Admission for this popular 50's Broadway musical are $3 for
general admission. A.S.C. cards and children's ticket prices are set
at $2.

